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Abstract
The parameterized verification problem seeks to verify all members of some collection of systems.We consider the parameter-
ized verification problem applied to systems that are composed of an arbitrary number of component processes, together with
some fixed processes. The components are taken from one or more families, each family representing one role in the system;
all components within a family are symmetric to one another. Processes communicate via synchronous message passing.
In particular, each component process has an identity, which may be included in messages, and passed to third parties. We
extend Abdulla et al.’s technique of view abstraction, together with techniques based on symmetry reduction, to this setting.
We give an algorithm and implementation that allows such systems to be verified for an arbitrary number of components: we
do this for both safety and deadlock-freedom properties. We apply the techniques to a number of examples. We can model
both active components, such as threads, and passive components, such as nodes in a linked list: thus our approach allows the
verification of unbounded concurrent datatypes operated on by an unbounded number of threads. We show how to combine
view abstraction with additional techniques in order to deal with other potentially infinite aspects of the analysis: for example,
we deal with potentially infinite specifications, such as a datatype being a queue; and we deal with unbounded types of data
stored in a datatype.

Keywords Parameterized verification ·Model checking · Component identities · View abstraction · Symmetry · Concurrent
datatypes

1 Introduction

The parameterized verification problem considers a collec-
tion of systems P(x) where the parameter x ranges over a
potentially infinite set, and asks whether such systems are
correct for all values of x . In this paper we consider the fol-
lowing instance of the parameterized verification problem.
Each system is built from some number of component pro-
cesses, together with some fixed processes. The components
may be taken from one or more families; for instance, we
will consider examples representing a concurrent datatype
based on a linked list: one family of components will rep-
resent threads operating on the datatype and another family
will represent nodes in the linked list. All components from
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a particular family will be symmetric to one another. Thus
these systems are parameterized by the number of compo-
nents from each family. The fixed processes are independent
of the number of components; we use them to model shared
resources such as shared variables or locks; we also normally
include a watchdog as a fixed process, which monitors the
execution and signals an error if the desired specification is
not met.

The components and fixed processes communicate via
(CSP-style) synchronousmessage passing;we call eachmes-
sage an event. In particular, each component has an identity,
drawn from some potentially infinite set. These identities can
be included in events; thus a process can obtain the identity
of a component process and possibly pass it on to a third pro-
cess. This means that each process has a potentially infinite
state space (a finite control state combined with identities
from a potentially infinite set). We describe the setting for
our work more formally in the next section. The problem
(of showing that a system with n components is correct, for
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all n) is undecidable in general [9,44]; however, verification
techniques prove effective on a number of specific instances.

We adapt the technique of view abstraction of Abdulla
et al. [4] to this setting. The idea of view abstraction is that
we abstract each system state by its views, where each view
records the states of the fixed processes, but just some subset
of the components. For each analysis, we fix a set of views of
interest; for example, wemight consider all views containing
precisely two component states (plus the fixed processes).We
then calculate an upper bound on the set of such views of all
reachable states of all systems of arbitrary size. By reasoning
about this set of views, we can show that all such systems are
correct.

The calculation proceeds as follows. Given a set S of
views, we can (in principle) calculate the set of concrete
states consistentwith those views, i.e. those states st such that
every view of st is in S; we call these concretizations. Infor-
mally (using the terminology of [6]), we “piece together”
the views in S to create concretizations. We then calculate
concrete transitions from those concretizations, and form the
views of the resulting states. We repeat this process until we
reach a fixed point: this fixed point provides the required
upper bound described in the previous paragraph.

In fact, rather than considering all concretizations con-
sistent with the set of views, it is enough to consider only
concretizations that contain two components more than the
views (so if all views are of size k, then the concretizations
are of size k + 2). We can improve the efficiency of the
approach in the case that there are no three-way synchro-
nizations between two components and a fixed process: it is
enough to calculate concretizations that have a single com-
ponent more than the views (so if all views are of size k, then
the concretizations are of size k + 1).

In [4] and our earlier work [40], the abstraction recorded
all views of some size k, i.e. recording the states of k com-
ponents in all possible ways. This approach works fine in
principle, but on some examples suffers from a state space
explosion: the number of views becomes prohibitive. In this
paper,we generalise the approach to consider all views of cer-
tain profiles; for example, we might consider all views that
record the states of two threads and one node, or one node
and two threads. We present our use of view abstraction in
Sects. 3 and 4.

Our setting is made more complicated by the use of com-
ponent identities. These mean that the set of views (for
some fixed collection of profiles) is potentially infinite. How-
ever, in Sect. 5 we use techniques from symmetry reduction
[15,17,18,24,29,37,53] to reduce the views that need to be
considered to a finite set. The idea is that if two views are
equivalent modulo a uniform renaming of component iden-
tities, then the algorithm needs to consider only one of them.

We present the main algorithm for verifying safety prop-
erties in Sect. 6, and prove its correctness.

In Sect. 7, we extend our techniques to verify deadlock-
freedom properties, i.e. that in every reachable state, at least
one process is able to perform an action. Verifying such prop-
erties within view abstraction is not straightforward, since
each concretization records only part of the global state: it
might be that no component in the concretization can perform
an action, but components outside the concretization can.We
show that it is enough to consider only certain concretiza-
tions, which we term significant: if an action is possible in
every significant concretization, then the same is true of every
global state.

We present our implementation in Sect. 8: this is based
upon the process algebra Communicating Sequential Pro-
cesses (CSP) [50]. We use the model checker Failures
Divergences Refinement (FDR) [28] as a back-end, to pro-
duce state machines for the components and fixed processes;
this allows us to support all of machine-readable CSP@.
We stress, though, that the main ideas of this paper are not
CSP-specific: they apply to any formalism with a similar
computational model, and, we believe, could be adapted to
other computational models.

In Sect. 9, we present a range of examples, and exper-
imental results. Being able to model process identities (or
something equivalent) is necessary for all but one of the
examples. Many examples present challenges beyond those
of the unbounded number of processes. For instance, many
examples operate on an unbounded domain of data val-
ues. For others, the requirements, such as being a queue,
are naturally captured by an infinite-state specification. And
in some cases, individual components may be infinite state
and need to be abstracted. A number of techniques exist for
tackling these challenges. We adapt and extend these tech-
niques, using them in the models that we analyse with our
tool.

A typical analysis combines abstractions in the model
with the abstraction provided by the tool. Different exam-
ples require different abstraction techniques: we leave it up
to the analyst to select the appropriate techniques in each case
(but we hope our examples will provide guidance). It is our
thesis that having the tool concentrate on just view abstrac-
tion makes that analysis more efficient, while the analyst can
craft the model, tailoring it to the details of the example. (Of
course, one could imagine another tool that helps the analyst
craft the model, as part of a tool chain.)

In some examples, we use techniques from data inde-
pendence, to capture the specification of the datatypes in a
finite-state way. In particularly, we adapt Wolper’s specifica-
tion technique for queues [60] and use a similar technique
for stacks. We give techniques that can deal with non-fixed
linearization points. In other examples, we adapt techniques
of Henzinger et al. [16,33].

Our examples include reference-linked data structures,
such as linked lists. Each node in the data structure is mod-
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elled by a component process; such a process can hold the
identity of another such process, modelling a reference to
that node. Our examples include concurrent queues, stacks
and sets, each based on a linked list (both lock-based and
lock-free).

Other examples include a synchronous channel [41,54], a
multiplexed buffer, an elimination stack [32], a termination
protocol for a ring, and a timestamp-based queue (inspired by
[22]), that uses a number of subqueues internally (modelled
as a family of components). The final example, in particu-
lar, requires the abstraction of the domain of timestamps, the
abstraction of the subqueues, and a way for a thread to iterate
over the subqueues.

By including views of a particular size k, our approach
automatically captures invariants that concern the relation-
ship between the states of (at most) k components and
the fixed processes. For example, taking k = 2 in an
example using linked lists, we can capture the relation-
ship between the states of any pair of nodes, including
between any pair of adjacent nodes. This allows us to
capture various invariants concerning the “shape” of the
list; for example it can capture the invariant that the list
holds a sequence of data from the language A∗B∗ (every
pair of adjacent nodes hold data values (A, A), (A, B) or
(B, B)).

In our examples based on linked lists, we will ensure that
the sequence of data values held in the list comes from a
language that: (1) can be captured using the type of invariant
described in the previous paragraph, i.e. relating the values in
successive nodes; and (2) allows us to prove that the relevant
specification is met, using the data-independence techniques
mentioned earlier. The approach does not automatically cap-
ture all properties, particularly transitivity properties such as
that one node is reachable from another; however, we have
developed modelling techniques that can often work around
this.

Our approach is rather general and supports the analysis
of a wide range of examples beyond those based on linked
lists. The generality has a down-side though: the approach is
not as fast as special-purpose techniques that are optimized
for particular classes of problems, such as techniques tar-
geted towards linked lists. Nevertheless, our approach gives
acceptable performance.

We see our main contributions as follows.
– An adaptation of view abstraction to synchronous mes-
sage passing (this is mostly a straightforward adaptation
of the techniques of [4]);

– An extension of view abstraction to include systems
where components have identities, and these identities
can be passed around, using techniques based on sym-
metry reduction to produce a finite-state abstraction;

– The extension of view abstraction to consider just specific
profiles of views;

– The extension of view abstraction in order to analyse for
deadlock freedom;

– The implementation of these techniques in a powerful
tool, using FDR so as to support all of machine-readable
CSP;

– The application to a wide range of examples. These
examples illustrate: (1) the adaptation and extension of
techniques, using data independence, for specifying sev-
eral datatypes; (2) the adaptation and extension of other
abstraction techniques, to deal with other aspects of the
models that would otherwise be infinite; (3) techniques
for ensuring that the abstractions capture sufficiently
strong invariants to prove correctness.

Compared to our earlier work [40], the main advances
are: the extension to deal with deadlock freedom; a greatly
improved implementation (reducing checking times by a fac-
tor of several hundred, and increasing the size of models
checkable by a factor of several tens of thousands); exten-
sions to allow multiple families of components, to consider
just specific profiles, and to support three-way synchroniza-
tions between two components and a fixed process; and the
application to a wider range of examples, together with the
development of suitable specification and abstraction tech-
niques.

1.1 Related work

There have been many approaches to the parameterized
model checking problem.

Much recent work has been based on regularmodel check-
ing, e.g. [14,20,39,58]. Here, the state of each individual
process is from some finite set, and each system state is con-
sidered as a word over this finite set; the set of initial states is
a regular set; and the transition relation is a regular relation,
normally defined by a transducer. An excellent survey is in
[2]. Techniques include widening [55], acceleration [1] and
abstraction [13].

The work [4] that the current paper builds on falls within
this class. However, our setting is outside this class: the
presence of component identities means that each individ-
ual process has a potentially infinite state space.

German and Sistla [27] consider a similar setting to us.
They capture the correctness property via an LTL formula
that considers the execution of the fixed processes and atmost
one component. Theymodel a system using a vector addition
system with states (VASS), which models explicitly the state
of the fixed processes and of the specification automaton, and
counts the number of components in each state. Again this
is possible because each component is finite-state, unlike in
our case. Existing algorithms can be used to decide relevant
properties of aVASS, albeit in double-exponential time. They
show that in the case of there being no controller, and for a
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specification automaton that monitors a single component,
the problem is decidable in polynomial time.Despite the poor
complexity result for the general case, subsequentworks have
produced tools that can cope with a number of examples, e.g.
[3,11,21,25,38].

Other approaches include induction [23,51], network
invariants [59], and counter abstraction [19,42,44,49]. In par-
ticular, [44] applied counter abstraction to systems, like in
the current paper, where components had identities which
could be passed from one process to another: some number B
of the identities were treated faithfully, and the remainder
were abstracted; the approach of the current paper seems
better able to capture relationships between components, as
required for the analysis of many examples.

Most approaches to symmetry reduction in model check-
ing [15,18,24,29,37] work by identifying symmetric states,
and, during exploration, replace each state encountered with
a representative member of its symmetry-equivalence class:
if several states map to the same representative, this reduces
the work to be done. This representative might not be unique,
since finding unique representatives is hard, in general; how-
ever, such approaches work well in most cases. Our approach
follows this style, using unique representatives.

We discuss other techniques for specifying linearizability
of various datatypes, different abstraction techniques, and
other techniques for analysing datatypes based on a linked list
in Sects. 9.14 and 9.15, where we are better able to compare
with our own techniques.

2 The framework

In this section, we introduce more formally the class of sys-
tems that we consider, and our framework. Recall that we are
interested in systems with an unbounded number of compo-
nent processes, perhaps from different families, and some
fixed processes.

We introduce two examples to illustrate the ideas. In our
first, toy, example, the components run a simple token-based
mutual exclusion protocol. Component j can receive the
token from component i via a transition with event pass.i . j ;
it can then enter and leave the critical section, before passing
the token to another component. In the initial state, a single
component holds the token.

A watchdog (fixed) process observes components enter-
ing and leaving the critical section, and signals with event
error if mutual exclusion is violated. Our correctness con-
ditions will be that the event error does not occur and that
the system does not deadlock. (The idea of using a watchdog
is essentially the same as the automata-theoretic approach to
model checking [57], where an automaton defines the allow-
able executions.)

Figure 1 illustrates state machines for these processes.

Fig. 1 Illustration of the state machines for the toy example: a com-
ponent (above) and the watchdog (below). The diagrams are symbolic,
and parameterized by the set of component identities. For example, the
latter state diagram has a state wd1(id) for each identity id; there is a
transition labelled enter .id from wd0 to wd1(id) for each identity id.
In the events labelling transitions, “?” indicates that the following field
can take an arbitrary value; a parameter in the subsequent state may be
bound to this value

Fig. 2 Pseudo-code for the lock-based stack example

Each process’s state is the combination of a control state
and a vector of zero or more parameters, each of which is a
component identity, either its own identity or that of another
component. In particular, each component process stores its
own identity as its first parameter. Likewise, each event is
the combination of a channel name and zero or more com-
ponent identities. Processes synchronise on common events;
for example, components id and id ′ synchronise on the event
pass.id.id ′.Wemake the restriction that atmost two compo-
nents and maybe some fixed processes synchronise on each
event.Wewant to verify such systems for an arbitrary number
of components.

Figure 3 gives a more interesting example, representing a
lock-based stack that uses a linked list internally; pseudo-
code is in Fig. 2. Here the components come from two
families: nodes that make up the linked list; and threads that
operate on the stack.

Each node hold a piece of data x , of some type D, and a
reference next to the next node in the linked list, whichmight
be a special value null. In the state machine, each node has
an identity me from the type of node identities; x is treated
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Fig. 3 State machines for the lock-based stack example

as part of the control state and of the initializing channel,
since it does not correspond to the identity of a component.
We assume that the type D of data is finite (in Sect. 9 we use
techniques from data independence to justify the use of finite
types of data within our models).

The node can be initialized by a thread. Subsequently, a
thread can get the value of next or x . In other similar exam-
ples, there might be additional transitions corresponding to
a thread updating the next reference.

The datatype uses a lock, and a variable Top that points to
the top node on the stack. Each thread performs push and pop
operations upon the stack: the exact details aren’t important
here. In the state machine, each thread component has an
identity me from a type of thread identities. It synchronises
with node components to initialise them, or to get their next
or x fields. It synchronises with the lock to lock and unlock

the datatype, and with Top to get or set a reference to the
current top node in the stack. It performs additional signal
events, pushx .me, popx .me and popEmpty.me to indicate
the operation it is performing and the result; we later use
these to capture the property that the system implements a
stack. In each state, each thread holds its own identity; in
some states, it also holds a reference to a node.

The fixed processes are the lock and T op. For the purposes
of the formal development, it is simplest to assume a single
fixed process, which we can take as the product of the two
parts. The state machine for the lock allows the datatype to
be locked and unlocked. The state machine for Top stores a
reference to the current top node, which threads may get or
set. In Sect. 9, we describe how to extend the fixed processes
to include a watchdog part that checks that the system does
indeed implement a stack.
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2.1 Processes

Formally, each process (a component or a fixed process) is
represented by a parameterized state machine.

Definition 1 A state machine is a tuple (Q, �, δ), where: Q
is a set of states; � is a set of visible events with τ /∈ � (τ
represents an internal event); and δ ⊆ Q× (� ∪ {τ })× Q is
a transition relation.

Let T be some potentially infinite set T of component
identities. A parameterized state machine over T is a state
machine where:

– the states Q are a subset of S × T ∗, for some finite set S
of control states;

– the events � are a subset of Chan × T ∗, for some finite
set Chan of channels.

We sometimes write a state (s, x) as s(x): s is a control
state, and x records the values of its parameters (cf. Figs. 1
and 3). Similarly, we write an event (c, y) as c.y, and write

s(x)
c.y−→ s′(z) to denote ((s, x), (c, y), (s′, z)) ∈ δ.

The type T of identities may be partitioned into one or
more subtypes: in the linked-list-based stack example, T is
partitioned into the subtypes of node identities and thread
identities. Further, certain values may be distinguished, such
as the value null representing the null node reference.

We assume that the states of a state machine are well
typed in the sense that two states with the same control
state have the same number and types of parameters: if
cs(x1, . . . , xn), cs(x ′1, . . . , x ′n′) ∈ Q, then n = n′, and xi
and x ′i are from the same subtype, for each i . Likewise, we
assume that the set of visible events is well typed.

We assume that the component identities are treated data
independently: they can be received, stored, sent, and tested
for equality; but no other operations, such as arithmetic oper-
ations, can be performed on them. Processes defined in this
way are naturally symmetric, in a way that we now make
clear.

Letπ be apermutationonT thatmaps eachvalue to avalue
of the same subtype, and maps each distinguished value to
itself; we write Sym(T ) for the set of all such permutations.
We lift π to vectors from T ∗ by point-wise application; we
then lift it to states and events by π(s(x)) = s(π(x)) and
π(c.x) = c.π(x); we lift it to sets, etc., by point-wise appli-
cation. We require each state s(π(x)) to be equivalent to s(x)
but with all events renamed by π : formally the states are
π -bisimilar [47].

Definition 2 Let M = (Q, �, δ) be a state machine, and let
π ∈ Sym(T ). We say that ∼ ⊆ Q × Q is a π -bisimulation
iff π(�) = �, and whenever (q1, q2) ∈ ∼ and a ∈ � ∪ {τ }:

– If q1
a→ q ′1 then ∃ q ′2 ∈ Q · q2 π(a)−→ q ′2 ∧ q ′1 ∼ q ′2;

– If q2
a→ q ′2 then ∃ q ′1 ∈ Q · q1 π−1(a)−−→ q ′1 ∧ q ′1 ∼ q ′2.

Definition 3 A parameterized state machine (Q, �, δ) is
symmetric if for every π ∈ Sym(T ), {(s(x), s(π(x))) |
s(x) ∈ Q} is a π -bisimulation.

The node and thread state machines in Fig. 3 are
symmetric. For example, the states NodeA(N0, N1) and
NodeA(N1, N4) are π -bisimilar for each π ∈ Sym(T ) with
π(N0) = N1 and π(N1) = N4.

This notion of symmetry is a natural condition. In [29],
we proved that an arbitrary process defined using machine-
readable CSP will be symmetric in this sense under rather
mild syntactic conditions, principally that the definition of
the process contains no non-distinguished constant from the
type T .

2.2 Systems

Each system will contain a fixed process and some number
of components. We assume a single fixed process here, for
simplicity: a system with multiple fixed processes can be
modelled by considering the parallel composition of those
processes as a single process.

Each system state contains a state for the fixed process,
and a finite set containing the state for each component. For
example, one state of the toy mutual-exclusion example is
(wd1(x), {s2(x), s0(y), s0(z)}), where {x, y, z} ⊆ T . We
start by defining the semantics of the components.

Definition 4 A component definition is a pair (Cpt, Sync)
where

1. Cpt = (Qc, �c, δc) is a symmetric parameterized state
machine over T , representing each component.
Each component has an identity, represented by its first
parameter; we define1 id(cs, p.ps) = p. We require
that the identity is a non-distinguished value, and that
the identity does not change: if q

e→ q ′ in δc then
id(q) = id(q ′).

2. Sync ⊆ �c is a set of events that require the synchroniza-
tion of two components; we requireπ(Sync) = Sync for
each π ∈ Sym(T ), and error /∈ Sync.

A component definition defines a state machine2 (P(Qc),

�c, δ) that represents all the components. The transition
relation δ is defined by the following two rules, where→c

corresponds to δc; the rules represent, respectively, an event

1 We write p.ps for the sequence with first element p and subsequent
elements ps.
2 We write P for a finite powerset type constructor. We write “�” for a
disjoint union.
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of just one component, and a synchronization between two
components.

qc
a→c q ′c a ∈ �c − Sync ∪ {τ }
m � {qc} a→ m � {q ′c}

qc,1
a→c q ′c,1 qc,2

a→c q ′c,2 a ∈ Sync

m � {qc,1, qc,2} a→ m � {q ′c,1, q ′c,2}

Note that the components may be of different families
(such as threads and nodes): the different families correspond
to different sets of states within Qc. We assume that all com-
ponents of the same family will have the same type for their
identities (such as thread identities and node identities).How-
ever, in some examples it is necessary to have two families
that use the same type for their identities; for example, in
Sect. 9.3 we use two families, Thread and LockSupport ,
that use the same type Thread I D for their identities. The
following definition captures the idea of families.

Definition 5 A family function is a function family : Qc →
F , where F is a finite set, and:

– The family of a component is preserved by transitions:

q
a→ q ′ ⇒ family(q) = family(q ′);

– For each family f , the identities of states of family q all
have the same type; we denote this type idType( f ) (a
sub-type of T ):

∀ q ∈ Qc
� id(q) ∈ idType(family(q)).

Each component can be identified by the combination of its
family and identity, which we term a process identity, of type
PID =̂ F × T . The function pid returns the process identity
of a component:

pid(qc) =̂ (family(qc), id(qc)).

(Including the family is necessary in the case that two families
use the same types for their identities.)

Definition 6 A system definition is a tuple (T , Fixed,Cpts,
family, I ni t) where

1. T is a type, partitioned into subtypes T1, . . . , Tn ;
2. Fixed = (QF , �F , δF ) is a symmetric parameterized

state machine over T representing the fixed process;
3. Cpts = ((Qc, �c, δc), Sync) is a component definition

over T ;
4. family is a family function over Qc;
5. I ni t ⊆ SS is a set of initial states, where SS ⊆ QF ×

P(Qc) denotes all possible system states.

Given such a system, a system state is a pair (qF ,m) ∈ SS,
where qF ∈ QF gives the state of the fixed process, andm ∈
P(Qc) gives the states of the components, where different
components in m have distinct process identities.

A system definition defines a state machine (SS,

�F ∪�c, δ), where δ is defined by the following three rules
(where→F and→cs correspond to δF and the transition rela-
tion ofCpts, respectively). The rules represent, respectively:
events of just the fixed process; synchronizations between
the fixed process and the components; and events of just the
components.

qF
a→F q ′F a ∈ (�F −�c) ∪ {τ }

(qF ,m)
a→ (q ′F ,m)

qF
a→F q ′F m

a→cs m′ a ∈ �c ∩�F

(qF ,m)
a→ (q ′F ,m′)

m
a→cs m′ a ∈ (�c −�F ) ∪ {τ }

(qF ,m)
a→ (qF ,m′)

Each initial state ini t ∈ I ni t defines a rooted state machine;
it represents a particular system, for example with particular
numbers of components of different families.

For instance, in the toymutual-exclusion example, we can
take Cpts and Fixed to be the state machines illustrated in
Fig. 1; Sync is the set of all events on channel pass; I ni t is
all states with the watchdog in statewd0, a single component
in state s1, and the remaining components in state s0 (and
with components having distinct identities):

I ni t = {(wd0, {s1(id1), s0(id2), . . . , s0(idn)}) |
n ≥ 1 ∧ id1, . . . , idn distinct identities}.

In the lock-based queue example, we can take Cpts to be
the union of the node and thread statemachines, and Fixed to
be the product of the lock and top state machines; Sync is all
events representing synchronizations between a thread and a
node, i.e. events on the ini t Node, get Next and getValue
channels; I ni t is all stateswhere every component is in either
state I ni t Node(n) for n a (non-null) node identity, or state
Thread(t) for t a thread identity (with components having
distinct identities), and where the fixed process is in the state
corresponding to Lock and Top(null).

Note that I ni t can be an arbitrary set of system states. In
the implementation, the user defines the initial abstract states
AInit , whichmust be related to I ni t according to a condition
that we give in Sect. 6. In practice, the condition allows I ni t
to be system states where, for example: (1) all components
of a family have the same initial control state q0; or (2) some
fixed number of components of a family have initial control
state q0, and the remainder have initial control state q ′0.
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Definition 7 We define the reachable statesR of a system to
be those system states reachable from an initial state by zero
or more transitions.

Our normal correctness condition will be that the distin-
guished event error cannot occur. We will also sometimes
verify deadlock freedom.

Definition 8 A system is error-free if there are no reachable
states ss and ss′ such that ss

error−−→ ss′.
A system is deadlock-free if for every reachable state ss,

there is at least one transition from ss.

Our normal style will be to include a watchdog as a fixed
process, that observes (some) events by other processes, and
performs the event error after an erroneous trace. In [30],
it is shown that an arbitrary CSP traces refinement can be
encoded in this way. Hence this technique can capture an
arbitrary finite-state safety property.

3 Using view abstraction

In this section, we describe our application of view abstrac-
tion, adapting the techniques from [4] to our setting of
synchronous message-passing with component identities.
Fix a system definition (T , Fixed,Cpts, family, I ni t), and
let Qc be the states of Cpts.

A particular system state (qF ,m) will be abstracted by a
set of system states (qF , v) that are included in (qF ,m), as
captured by the following relation:

(qF , v) � (qF ,m) iff v ⊆ m.

We call v a view, and call (qF , v) a system view: each gives
a restricted view of the whole system state.

The approach in [4,40] was to fix a value k, and then
to abstract each system state to all its views of size k. We
generalise this approach, in order to reduce the state space
that our algorithm will explore.

A profile is defined by the number of components of each
family. Given families f1, . . . , fn , we write ( f1 : c1, f2 :
c2, . . . , fn : cn) to denote all system states containing ci
components of family fi , for each i . For example, (Thread :
1, Node : 2) represents all systems states containing one
thread and two nodes.

Definition 9 A profile is a tuple of natural numbers c =
(c1, . . . , cn); we often denote this by ( f1c1, f2 : c2, . . . , fn :
cn). This represents all system states (qF ,m) such that3

∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , n} � #{qc ∈ m | family(qc) = fi } = ci .

3 We write #S to denote the size of set S.

We define the size of such a profile to be the total number of
components, i.e.

∑n
i=1 ci .

Note that profiles are preserved by system transitions (since
families are preserved).

We will perform an abstraction onto some set A of system
views, defined as follows.

Definition 10 An abstraction set is a set A ⊆ SS that is
formed as the union of a finite number of profiles, such that
all profiles have the same size.

In the implementation, the user defines the abstraction set by
giving a list of the corresponding profiles. In Sect. 9, we dis-
cuss the profiles necessary for certain examples, in particular
to ensure that the abstraction captures necessary invariants.

The assumption that all elements of the abstraction set
have the same size simplifies both the theory and the imple-
mentation. We leave as future work consideration as to
whether this assumption can be dropped.

Example 1 We will use abstraction sets of the following
forms later.

– Let k ∈ Z
+. Let SVk be all system states containing

precisely k components:

SVk =̂ {(q,m) ∈ SS | #m = k}.

SVk is the union of all profiles with a total of k compo-
nents. This is the form of abstraction we considered in
[40].

– Consider a setting where the component identities are
partitioned into thread identities Thread and node iden-
tities Node. Then the abstraction set consisting of system
states containing precisely two threads and one node,
or one thread and two nodes is denoted (Thread : 2,
Node : 1) ∪ (Thread : 1, Node : 2).

Fix an abstraction set A. We write sv �A ss as shorthand
for sv � ss ∧ sv ∈ A. The abstraction function αA : SS →
P(A) abstracts a system state by its system views in A:

αA(q,m) = {(q, v) | (q, v) �A (q,m)}.

We lift αA to sets of system states by pointwise application.
Informally, the idea of the algorithm is to calculate an upper
bound on the abstraction of all reachable states, αA(R).

The concretization function γA : P(A) → SS takes a
set SV of system views and produces those system states
that are consistent with SV , i.e. such that all views of the
state are in SV .

γA(SV ) = {ss ∈ SS | αA(ss) ⊆ SV }.
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For the moment, we concentrate on systems that are of at
least some minimum sizes. We fix a set C that is formed as
the union of a finite number of profiles. (In the next section,
we will impose further constraints on C .) Our main result of
this section, Theorem 14, will consider only systems where
every initial state contains an element of C , i.e. is an element
of

SS�C =̂ {ss ∈ SS | ∃ sv ∈ C � sv � ss}.

Since profiles are preserved by transitions, every subsequent
state will also be an element of SS�C . It is convenient to
define the concretizations of SV from SS�C .

γ
�C
A (SV ) = γA(SV ) ∩ SS�C .

Further, in Lemma 15we show that when these techniques
are applied to prove error freedom, results can immediately
be extended to smaller systems, with an initial state not
in SS�C .

The following lemmas are proved as in [4].

Lemma 11 Suppose X ,Y ⊆ SS�C and V ,W ⊆ A. Then

1. X ⊆ Y ⇒ αA(X) ⊆ αA(Y );
2. V ⊆ W ⇒ γ

�C
A (V ) ⊆ γ

�C
A (W );

3. αA(γ
�C
A (V )) ⊆ V ;

4. X ⊆ γ
�C
A (αA(X)).

Lemma 12 (αA, γA) forms a Galois connection: if X ⊆
SS�C and Y ⊆ A, then

αA(X) ⊆ Y ⇔ X ⊆ γ
�C
A (Y ).

We define an abstract transition relation. If SV ⊆ A and
sv′ ∈ A, then define

SV
a→�C

A sv′ ⇔
∃ ss ∈ γ

�C
A (SV ) ; ss′ ∈ SS�C � ss

a→ ss′ ∧ sv′ �A ss′.

This captures that some concretization of SV can perform a
transition to a system state consistentwith the abstraction sv′.
For example, in the mutual exclusion example we have the
transition

⎧

⎨

⎩

(wd0, {s3(T0), s0(T1)}),
(wd0, {s3(T0), s0(T2)}),
(wd0, {s0(T1), s0(T2)})

⎫

⎬

⎭

pass.T0,T1−−−−−→SV2

(wd0, {s0(T0), s1(T1)})

corresponding to the concrete transition (for C = SV3)

(wd0, {s3(T0), s0(T1), s0(T2)}) pass.T0,T1−−−−−→
(wd0, {s0(T0), s1(T1), s0(T2)}).

We then define the abstract post-image of a set of system
views SV ⊆ A by

aPost�CA (SV )= {sv′ | ∃ a � SV
a→�C

A sv′}
= αA(post(γ�CA (SV ))),

where post gives the concrete post-image of a set X ⊆
SS�C :

post(X) = {ss′ ∈ SS�C | ∃ a, ss ∈ X � ss
a→ ss′}.

The following lemma relates abstract and concrete post-
images.

Lemma 13 If SV ⊆ A and X ⊆ γ
�C
A (SV ), then post(X) ⊆

γ
�C
A (aPostA(SV )).

Proof If X ⊆ γ
�C
A (SV ) then

αA(post(X)) ⊆ αA(post(γ�CA (SV ))) = aPost�CA (SV ).

The result then follows from Lemma 12. ��
The following theorem shows how the reachable statesR

can be over-approximated by iterating the abstract post-
image. We write f ∗(X) for

⋃∞
i=0 f i (X).

Theorem 14 If I ni t ⊆ SS�C , and AInit ⊆ A is such that
αA(I ni t) ⊆ AInit then

R ⊆ γ
�C
A ((aPost�CA )∗(AInit)).

Proof The assumption implies I ni t ⊆ γ
�C
A (AInit), from

Lemma 12 (using the assumption I ni t ⊆ SS�C ). Then
Lemma 13 implies

postn(I ni t) ⊆ γ
�C
A ((aPost�CA )n(AInit))

via a trivial induction. The result then follows from the fact
that R = post∗(I ni t). ��

Hence, if we can show that all states in γA((aPost�CA )∗
(AInit)) are error-free, then we will be able to deduce that
all systems are error-free.

In the mutual exclusion example, we can take A = SV2,
C = SV3, and (for the moment) redefine I ni t to contain
just initial states of size at least 3 (so I ni t ⊆ SS�C ). Then
we can define AInit to contain all system views of size 2
with the watchdog in state wd0, zero or one components in
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state s1, and the remaining components in state s0 (and with
components having distinct identities).

AInit = {(wd0, {s0(id1), s0(id2)}) | id1 �= id2} ∪
{(wd0, {s1(id1), s0(id2)}) | id1 �= id2}.

This satisfies that αA(I ni t) ⊆ AInit (for I ni t defined

earlier). Then γ
�SV3
SV2

((aPostSV3
SV2

)∗(AInit)) contains all

system views as follows: (1) at most one component is in
state s1, s2 or s3, and the remainder are in s0; and (2) if com-
ponent id is in s2 then the watchdog is in wd1(id); if every
component is in s0 then the watchdog is in either wd0 or
wd1(id) where component id is not in the view; and other-
wise the watchdog is inwd0. This approximates the invariant
that a single component holds the token, and the watchdog
records the component in the critical region. In particular, the
event error is not available from any such state. The above
theorem then shows that all systems of size at least 3 are
error-free. Finally, systems of size 1 and 2 can be shown to
be error-free using the following lemma.

Lemma 15 If a system starting from state (qF ,m � m′) is
error-free, then the system starting from state (qF ,m) is
error-free.

Proof We prove the contra-positive. Suppose the system
starting in state (qF ,m) has an execution leading to error .
Then the system starting in state (qF ,m � m′) has a sim-
ilar execution, where the components from m′ perform no
transitions, again leading to error . ��

However, Theorem 14 does not immediately give an algo-
rithm. The application of γ

�C
A within aPost�CA can produce

an infinite set, for two reasons:

– It can give system states with an arbitrary number of
components;

– The parameters of type T within system states can range
over a potentially infinite set.

We tackle the former problem in Sect. 4: by imposing con-
ditions on C , we show that it is enough to build only
concretizations fromC itself. We tackle the latter problem in
Sect. 5, using symmetry.

4 Bounding the concretizations

In this section, we develop bounds on the concretizations
that it is necessary to consider when calculating aPostA. We
impose conditions on the set C of concretizations such that
it is enough to consider concretizations from C : the result of
every abstract transition will also be the result of an abstract
transition using concretizations from C .

We will show that it is enough to consider concretizations
that add at most two additional component states to system
views in the abstraction set. For example, if A = SVk , it
will be enough to take C = SVk+2. We also show that in
some circumstances adding just a single additional compo-
nent state is enough. For example, if again A = SVk , it will
be enough to take C = SVk+1. We give the necessary prop-
erties of C in Definition 16, and prove the result described
above in Proposition 19.

In each concrete state, all components have different pro-
cess identities;we ensure that the concretizations respect this.
We write disjointPids(q, v) to mean that the process identity
in component state q is disjoint from those in v (i.e. for all
qc ∈ v, pid(q) �= pid(qc)). We write disjointPids(q1, q2, v)

to mean that the process identities in q1 and q2 are disjoint
from those in v and from each other.

We write threeWaySync(qF , q1, q2) to indicate that the
system can perform a three-way synchronization between
fixed process state qF and component states q1 and q2.

threeWaySync(qF , q1, q2) =̂
q1 �= q2 ∧ ∃ a ∈ Sync ∩�c ∩�F

� (qF , {q1, q2}) a→ .

It is convenient to define SS�C to be elements of C and
their subviews:

SS�C =̂ {ss ∈ SS | ∃ ss′ ∈ C � ss � ss′}.

Definition 16 Let A be an abstraction set. Then a setC ⊆ SV
is an adequate concretization set for A if:

1. C is formed as the union of a finite number of profiles,
all of the same size.

2. Every element of A is a subview of an element of C :

A ⊆ SS�C .

3. Every extension of an element of A with a single com-
ponent state (with a disjoint identity) is a subview of an
element of C :

∀(qF , v) ∈ A � ∀ qc ∈ Qc
�

disjointPids(qc, v) ⇒ (qF , v � {qc}) ∈ SS�C .

4. Whenever a pair of concrete states q1 and q2 can take part
in a three-way synchronization with the fixed process, if
we extend an element of Awith those states, the resulting
system state is a subview of an element of C :

∀(qF , v) ∈ A � ∀ q1, q2 ∈ Qc
�

disjointPids(q1, q2, v) ∧ threeWaySync(qF , q1, q2)

⇒ (qF , v � {q1, q2}) ∈ SS�C .
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(Item 3 logically implies item 2; but it is useful to have the
latter stated explicitly.)

Example 2 We consider adequate concretizations for the
abstraction sets from Example 1.

– If A = SVk then C = SVk+2 is adequate.
– If A = (Thread : 2, Node : 1) ∪ (Thread : 1,

Node : 2), and all three-way synchronizations with the
fixed process involve one thread and one node, then C =
(Thread : 3, Node : 2) ∪ (Thread : 2, Node : 3) is
adequate.

In some examples we consider, there are no three-way
synchronizations involving the fixed process and two com-
ponents. In such cases, condition 4 holds vacuously, and so
we can use smaller concretization sets.

– If A = SVk then C = SVk+1 is adequate.
– If A = (Thread : 2, Node : 1)∪(Thread : 1, Node :

2), then C = (Thread : 3, Node : 1) ∪ (Thread : 2,
Node : 2) ∪ (Thread : 1, Node : 3) is adequate.

For the remainder of this section, fix an adequate con-
cretization set C for A. We show that it is enough to consider
concretizations that are elements of C . We define

γ C
A (SV ) =̂ γA(SV ) ∩ C .

Then for SV ⊆ A and sv′ ∈ A, we define the abstract transi-
tions involving such concretizations, and the corresponding
abstract post-image, as follows:

SV
a−→C

A sv′ ⇔
∃ ss ∈ γ C

A (SV ) ; ss′ ∈ SS � ss
a→ ss′ ∧ sv′ � ss′,

aPostCA (SV ) =̂ {sv′ | ∃ a � SV
a→C

A sv′}
= αA(post(γ C

A (SV ))).

In Proposition 19, we will require that the concretization
set C is convex. Informally, this means that if C contains two
profiles, then it contains any profile in between them (in a
geometrical sense). For example, if it contains the profiles
(Thread : 2, Node : 0) and (Thread : 0, Node : 2), then
it must also contain the profile (Thread : 1, Node : 1).
Each of the concretization sets from Example 2 is convex.

Definition 17 Let S ⊆ N
n be a set of profiles, all of which

have the same size s. For i = 1, . . . , n, let mini and maxi
be, respectively, the minimum and maximum of the i th coor-
dinates:

mini = min{xi | x ∈ S}, maxi = max{xi | x ∈ S}.

We say that C = ⋃

S is convex if S contains all n-tuples of
size s between (min1, . . . ,minn) and (max1, . . . ,maxn).

∀ x ∈ N
n

�

∑

x = s ∧ (∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , n} � mini ≤ xi ≤ maxi ) ⇒
x ∈ S.

We will require the following technical lemma. We will
use it in Proposition 19 to deduce the existence of concrete
transitions using elements of C from the existence of corre-
sponding transitions using elements of SS�C and SS�C . Its
proof is in Appendix A.

Lemma 18 Suppose C is a convex set of concretizations.
Then whenever ss, ss′ are such that

ss ∈ SS�C ∧ ss′ ∈ SS�C ∧ ss � ss′

then

∃ c ∈ C � ss � c � ss′.

Example 3 Consider the non-convex set C = (Thread : 2,
Node : 0) ∪ (Thread : 0, Node : 2), and let ss ∈
(Thread : 0, Node : 1) and ss′ ∈ (Thread : 2,
Node : 1) be such that ss � ss′. These satisfy the premise
of Lemma 18. However, they don’t satisfy the consequent,
since the concretization c would have to contain precisely
one Node component, and no element of C does so. If we
add (Thread : 1, Node : 1) to C it becomes convex, and
so the property of Lemma 18 holds.

The following proposition is the main result of this sec-
tion. It shows that states resulting from abstract transitions
can be found by considering just abstract transitions that use
concretizations from C .

Proposition 19 Suppose C is convex, SV ⊆ A, sv′ ∈ A, and

SV
a−→�C

A sv′. Then either (a) SV
a−→C

A sv′ or (b) sv′ ∈
SV ; in particular, the former disjunct holds whenever a /∈
Sync −�F .

Proof Suppose SV
a−→�C

A sv′ = (q ′F , v′). Then for some
(qF ,m) ∈ γA(SV )∩SS�C and some (q ′F ,m′) ∈ SS�C we

have (qF ,m)
a→ (q ′F ,m′) and sv′ �A (q ′F ,m′). Summariz-

ing:

γA(SV ) ∩ SS�C � (qF ,m)
a→ (q ′F ,m′) �A sv′ = (q ′F , v′).

Let m̂′ be the smallest subset of m′ that includes v′ and
each of the (at most two) components that change state in
the transition; and let m̂ ⊆ m be the pre-transition states of
the components in m̂′. For example, suppose the transition
corresponds to the second rule in Definition 4, combined
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with either the second or third rule of Definition 6; so, for
somem0, m = m0 � {qc,1, qc,2} andm′ = m0 � {q ′c,1, q ′c,2};
and suppose v′ contains q ′c,1 but not q ′c,2; then m̂′ = v′ �
{q ′c,2} ⊆ m′; and m̂ ⊆ m is the same as m̂′ but with qc,1 and
qc,2 in place of q ′c,1 and q ′c,2.

In each case, it is easy to see that (qF , m̂)
a→ (q ′F , m̂′),

via the same transition rules that produced the original tran-
sition. Also sv′ = (q ′F , v′) � (q ′F , m̂′). And m̂ ⊆ m, so
αA(qF , m̂) ⊆ αA(qF ,m) ⊆ SV , so (qF , m̂) ∈ γA(SV ).
Summarizing:

γA(SV ) � (qF , m̂)
a→ (q ′F , m̂′) �A sv′ = (q ′F , v′).

We now perform a case analysis. In case 3, below, we
directly prove part (b) of the proposition. In the other three
cases, we show that (qF , m̂) ∈ SS�C ; we will subsequently
show that the transition is also reflected by a transition using
concretizations from C , which will give us part (a) of the
proposition.

1. Suppose m̂′ = v′, i.e. v′ contains all the components
taking part in the transition. Then (qF , m̂′) = sv′ ∈ A,
so (qF , m̂) ∈ A (since (qF , m̂′) and (qF , m̂) have the
same profile). So (qF , m̂) ∈ SS�C , by condition 2 of
Definition 16.

2. Suppose v′ contains all the components taking part in the
transition except for one, q ′, so m̂′ = v′ � {q ′}. Let q be
the pre-transition state corresponding to q ′, and let v be
the pre-transition states corresponding to v′. So

(qF , m̂) = (qF , v � {q}) a→ (q ′F , v′ � {q ′}) = (q ′F , m̂′).

Now, (q ′F , v′) ∈ A so (qF , v) ∈ A, since they have the
same profile. Hence (qF , m̂) ∈ SS�C , by condition 3 of
Definition 16.

3. Suppose the transition involves two components whose
post-transition states are not included in v′, and the fixed
process is not involved in the transition, so qF = q ′F , and
a ∈ Sync − �F . So, writing q1, q2, q ′1, q ′2 for the pre-
and post-states of the relevant components,

(q ′F , m̂) = (q ′F , v′ � {q1, q2}) a→
(q ′F , v′ � {q ′1, q ′2}) = (q ′F , m̂′).

But sv′ = (q ′F , v′) �A (q ′F , m̂) � (q ′F ,m), so sv′ ∈
αA(q ′F ,m); but (q ′F ,m) ∈ γA(SV ), so sv′ ∈ SV , as
required for part (b) of the proposition.

4. Finally suppose the transition involves two components
whose post-transition states are not included in v′, and
the fixed process is involved in the transition. So, naming

states as in the previous item,

(qF , m̂) = (qF , v′ � {q1, q2}) a→
(q ′F , v′ � {q ′1, q ′2}) = (q ′F , m̂′).

Now, sv′ = (q ′F , v′) ∈ A so (qF , v′) ∈ A, since they
have the same profile. So (qF , m̂) ∈ SS�C , by condi-
tion 4 of Definition 16.

In cases 1, 2 and 4, we had

SS�C � (qF , m̂) � (qF ,m) ∈ SS�C .

Hence, by Lemma 18, there exists c ∈ C such that

(qF , m̂) � c � (qF ,m).

From the latter inclusion and (qF ,m) ∈ γA(SV ), we have
c ∈ γA(SV ). Let c′ be the post-state corresponding to c,
i.e. replacing the states that take part in the transition. Then
c

a→ c′, using the same transition rules that produced the
original transition; and c′ � (q ′F , m̂′) �A sv′. Summarizing:

γ C
A (SV ) ∩ C � c

a→ c′ �A sv′,

so SV
a→C

A sv′, as required.
Finally, note that case 3, above, corresponds precisely to

a ∈ Sync−�F ; hence part (a) of the result holds whenever
a /∈ Sync −�F . ��

Abdulla et al. [4] prove a similar result in their setting,
where all abstraction sets are of the form

⋃

i≤k SV i , i.e. all
views of size k or less. They show that in the case of binary
synchronizations, it is enough to consider concretizations
from

⋃

i≤k+1 SV i , i.e. of size k+1 or less. They further show
that in the case of m+ 1-way synchronizations, is enough to
consider concretizations from

⋃

i≤k+m SV i , i.e. of size k+m
or less. Our result of requiring concretizations from SVk+2
when there are three-way synchronizations can be seen as
an adaptation of an instance of this to our setting. Note that
we consider abstractions and concretizations of a single size,
and, in particular, do not require concretizations to be closed
under sub-views; this gives a state-space saving in our imple-
mentation.

5 Using symmetry

The abstract transition relation from the previous section still
produces a potentially infinite state space, because of the
potentially unbounded set of component identities. In this
section, we use techniques based on symmetry reduction to
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reduce this to a finite state space. We fix a system, as in Defi-
nition 6.We also fix an abstraction set A, and a concretization
set C that is adequate for A.

Recall (Definitions 3 and 6) that we assume that the fixed
process and each component is symmetric. We show that
this implies that the system as a whole is symmetric. We
lift permutations to system states by point-wise application:
π(qF ,m) = (π(qF ), {π(qc) | qc ∈ m}).
Lemma 20 The state machine defined by a system is sym-
metric: if (q,m) ∈ SS and π ∈ Sym(T ), then (q,m) ∼π

π(q,m).

Proof Weshow that the relation {((q,m), π(q,m)) | (q,m) ∈
SS} is a π -bisimulation. Suppose (q,m)

a→ (q ′,m′). We

show that π(q,m)
π(a)→ π(q ′,m′) by a case analysis on the

rule used to produce the former transition. For example, sup-
pose the transition is produced by the first rule of Definition 4
and the second rule of Definition 6, so is of the form

(q,m1 � {qc}) a→ (q ′,m1 � {q ′c}),

such that q
a→F q ′, qc

a→c q ′c and a ∈ (�c − Sync) ∩ �F .
Then since Fixed and Cpts are symmetric, and π(Sync) =
Sync, π(�c) = �c and π(�F ) = �F , we have π(q)

π(a)−→F

π(q ′), π(qc)
π(a)−→c π(q ′c) and π(a) ∈ (�c − Sync) ∩ �F .

But then

π(q,m1 � {qc}) π(a)−→ π(q ′,m1 � {q ′c}),

using the same rules. The cases for other rules are similar.
And conversely, we can check that each transition of π(q,m)

is matched by a transition of (q,m). ��
We now show a similar result for the abstract transition

relation. We lift π to system views and sets of system views
by point-wise application. The following straightforward
lemma captures properties of permutations and the abstrac-
tion and concretization functions. Recall that we assumed
that the abstraction set A and the concretization set C is each
a union of profiles; this implies that each is closed under each
permutation π ∈ Sym(T ).

Lemma 21 Let π ∈ Sym(T ). Then

1. If ss ∈ SS, sv ∈ A and sv �A ss, then π(sv) �A

π(ss);
2. If ss ∈ SS, then π(αA(ss)) = αA(π(ss));
3. If SV ⊆ SV , then π(γ C

A (SV )) = γ C
A (π(SV )).

Our approach will be to treat symmetric system views
as equivalent, requiring the exploration of only one system
view in each equivalence class. We will need the following
definition.

Fig. 4 The initial algorithm

Definition 22 Let sv1, sv2 ∈ SV . We write sv1 ≈ sv2 if
sv1 = π(sv2) for some π ∈ Sym(T ). Note that this is an
equivalence relation. We say that sv1 and sv2 are equiva-
lent in this case. We write SV for the set of views that are
equivalent to an element of SV :

SV =̂ {sv ∈ SS | ∃ sv′ ∈ SV � sv ≈ sv′}.

The following lemma follows immediately from Lem-
mas 20 and 21.

Lemma 23 For any set X of system views,

αA(X) = αA(X) and post(X) = post(X).

6 The algorithm

We now present our algorithm and prove its correctness. The
algorithm is in Fig. 4. It takes as inputs a system, an abstrac-
tion set A, a convex adequate concretization set C , and a
set AInit of initial system views such that αA(I ni t) ⊆
AInit . The algorithm maintains a set SV ⊆ A of sys-
tem views encountered so far, up to equivalence; in other
words, SV represents all system views equivalent to an ele-
ment of SV , i.e. SV . On each iteration, the algorithm applies
aPostCA to SV (we show in Lemma 24 that αA(post(X)) =
aPostCA (SV ) where X = γ C

A (SV )). This continues until
either a transition on error is found, or a fixed point is
reached.

When this algorithm is run on the mutual exclusion exam-
ple with A = SV2 and C = SV3, it encounters just five
system views:

(wd0, {s1(x0), s0(x1)}), (wd0, {s0(x0), s0(x1)}),
(wd1(x0), {s2(x0), s0(x1)}), (wd1(x0), {s0(x1), s0(x2)}),

(wd0, {s3(x0), s0(x2)}),
(or equivalent system views) the former two being the initial
system views. In particular, none of these has an abstract
transition for error , so the algorithm returns success.

In Sect. 8, we describe the implementation of this algo-
rithm. In particular, we describe how we implement the set
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SV by storing suitable representatives of each element, and
how we calculate the set X of representative concretizations.

6.1 Correctness

It is convenient to define

aPost I dCA (SV ) =̂ SV ∪ aPostCA (SV ).

Note that in the algorithm, the set SV represents all system
views that are equivalent to any member of SV , i.e. SV .
In effect, each iteration of the algorithm updates SV with
aPost I dCA (SV ). We will show below (Lemma 25) that, if
the algorithm does not return f ailure, then it reaches a fixed
point with SV = (aPost I dCA )∗(AInit).

The algorithm calculates γ C
A (SV ) up to ≈-equivalence

(i.e. it calculates at least one element of each equivalence
class). The following lemma shows that the subsequent iter-
ation is over representative elements of aPostCA (SV ).

Lemma 24 If X = γ C
A (SV ), then

αA(post(X)) = aPostCA (SV ).

Proof By Lemma 23, αA(post(X)) = αA(post(X)). But
this equals aPostCA (SV ) by the assumption about X . ��

Lemma 25 If the algorithm does not return f ailure then SV
reaches a fixed point SV f i x such that

SV f i x = (aPost I dCA )∗(AInit).

Proof We show that after n iterations,

SV = (aPost I dCA )n(AInit),

by induction on n. The base case is trivial. For the induc-
tive case, suppose that at the start of an iteration, SV =
(aPost I dCA )n(AInit). Each element sv′ of αA(post(X)) is
added to SV (unless SV already contains an equivalent sys-
tem view). But this set equals aPostCA (SV ), by Lemma 24.
Hence the subsequent value of SV is equivalent to the value
of SV ∪ aPostCA (SV ) at the beginning of the iteration. But,
by the inductive hypothesis,

SV ∪ aPostCA (SV )

= (aPost I dCA )n(AInit)
∪aPostCA ((aPost I dCA )n(AInit))
= (aPost I dCA )n+1(AInit),

as required.

The set A contains a finite number of equivalence classes.
Hence the iteration must reach a fixed point SV f ix such that

SV f ix = (aPost I dCA )∗(AInit)
= ⋃∞

n=0(aPost I dCA )n(AInit).

��
The following lemma and corollary relate the fixed point

to the set R of reachable states.

Lemma 26 Suppose SV ⊆ A. Then

(aPost�CA )∗(SV ) ⊆ (aPost I dCA )∗(SV ).

Proof Proposition 19 shows that aPost�CA (SV ) ∪ SV =
aPost I dCA (SV ). Then we can show

⋃n
i=0(aPost

�C
A )i (SV ) ⊆ (aPost I dCA )n(SV ),

by a straightforward induction, using the monotonicity of
aPostA. The result then follows. ��
Corollary 27 If I ni t ⊆ SS�C then

R ⊆ γA((aPost I dCA )∗(AInit)).

Proof By Lemma 26,

(aPost�CA )∗(AInit) ⊆ (aPost I dCA )∗(AInit).

And by Theorem 14, R ⊆ γA((aPost�CA )∗(AInit)). The
result follows. ��

The following theorem states the correctness of the algo-
rithm. Note that, in contrast to previous results, it does not
assume I ni t ⊆ SS�C .
Theorem 28 If the algorithm returns success, then the sys-
tem is error-free, for all systems starting in an initial state
in Ini t .

Proof Start by considering systems with initial states in
I ni t ∩ SS�C . We prove the contra-positive: suppose there
is some reachable system state ss ∈ R such that ss

error−−→;
we show that the algorithm returns f ailure. From Corol-
lary 27 and Lemma 25, for the fixed point SV f ix , we have

ss ∈ γA(SV f ix ). Hence SV f ix
error−−→A (using Lemma 20,

and the fact π(error) = error)). Then by Proposition 19,

SV f ix
error−−→C

A , making use of the assumption (Definition 4)
error /∈ Sync. Hence the algorithm returns f ailure.

Finally, Lemma 15 shows that all systems starting from
states outside SS�C are also error-free. ��
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Of course, the algorithm may sometimes return f ailure
when, in fact, all systems are error-free: a false positive. This
might just mean that it is necessary to re-run the algorithm
with a larger value of A: the current value of A is not large
enough to capture relevant properties of the system. Or it
might be that the algorithmwould fail for all values of A. This
should not be surprising, since the problem is undecidable in
general.

7 Detecting deadlock

In this section, we discuss how to extend the algorithm from
Sect. 6 so as to verify that a system is deadlock-free.

Our approach will only verify systems whose states are
at least as large as the concretizations considered, i.e. from
the set SS�C . Indeed, many families of systems deadlock
in trivially small instances, but will be deadlock-free for
larger instances. For example, the token-based mutual exclu-
sion protocol will deadlock with a single component (since
that component won’t be able to pass on the token), but is
deadlock-free for larger systems. Systems with states not
in SS�C can be analysed directly: for suitable choices of C ,
there are finitelymany such instances, up to symmetric equiv-
alence.

We start by considering an approach that appears feasi-
ble, but does not work in practice. Suppose we were to check
whether any concretization of the set SV can deadlock, sig-
nalling an error if so. That is, we augment the main loop of
the algorithm with:

if (∃ ss ∈ X � ss is deadlocked) then return deadlock

This approach would be sound. However, it would produce
far toomany false positives to be useful in practice. Consider,
again, the token-based mutual exclusion protocol, which is
deadlock-free (assuming there are at least two components).
However, for the fixed point SV f ix of SV , γ

SV3
SV2

(SV f ix )

would include states such as (wd0, {s0(T0), s0(T1), s0(T2)}),
where no component has the token. This state is deadlocked,
because no component in the state can receive the token
from another. However, this clearly isn’t representative of
any reachable state, because it doesn’t include the compo-
nent with the token.

Instead, our approach is to identify a set of significant
concretizations, and signal an error only if a significant con-
cretization can deadlock. The following definition captures
the property necessary for this approach to be sound, in par-
ticular that every reachable system state larger than C has a
significant sub-state. We write R�C for R ∩ SS�C .

Definition 29 A set SC ⊆ C is significant if:

1. for every system state ss ∈ R�C there is some sssig ∈
SC such that sssig � ss; and

2. SC is closed under all permutations π ∈ Sym(T ).

Given such a significant set SC , we extend our algorithm to
check whether any significant concretization can deadlock:

if (∃ sssig ∈ X ∩ SC � sssig is deadlocked)

then return deadlock

We describe in Sect. 7.1 how, within the implementation, we
define significant sets of concretizations, so as to avoid false
positives. First we prove the soundness of this approach.

Lemma 30 Suppose SC is a significant set of concretiza-
tions. Let SV f i x = (aPost I dCA )∗(AInit), i.e. the fixed point
of SV in the algorithm. If the system can deadlock in some
reachable state ss ∈ R�C , then there is a concretization in
γ C
A (SV f ix ) ∩ SC that deadlocks.

Proof Suppose the reachable state ss ∈ R�C can deadlock.
Let sssig ∈ SC be the significant concretization, implied by
Definition 29, such that sssig � ss. Clearly sssig deadlocks.
Now ss ∈ R so ss ∈ γA(SV f ix ), by Corollary 27. We show
sssig ∈ γA(SV f ix ): suppose sv �A sssig; then sv �A ss,
and so sv ∈ SV f ix (since ss ∈ γA(SV f ix )), as required.
Hence also sssig ∈ γ C

A (SV f ix ).
Now, there is some ss′sig ∈ γ C

A (SV f ix ) such that ss′sig ≈
sssig . Clearly deadlocks are preserved by symmetric equiv-
alence, so ss′sig deadlocks. Further, ss′sig ∈ SC , since SC is
closed under symmetric equivalence. ��
Theorem 31 Let SC be a significant set of concretizations.
Suppose the enhanced algorithm, with the check for dead-
locks in significant concretizations, returns success. Then
the system is deadlock-free for all systems with initial states
I ni t ⊆ SS�C .
Proof Suppose that I ni t ⊆ SS�C . Then necessarily every
reachable state is in SS�C .

We argue by contradiction: suppose the system can dead-
lock, but, nevertheless, the algorithm returns success. Then
by Lemma 30, there is a deadlock in some concretization in
γ C
A (SV f ix )∩SC , where SV f ix = (aPost I dCA )∗(AInit). By

Lemma 25, SV f ix is the fixed point of SV . Hence the check
for significant deadlocks will detect this deadlock. This gives
a contradiction. ��

Note that the condition I ni t ⊆ SS�C implies that we can
only deduce deadlock freedom for systems that are at least as
big as elements of C : other systems can be analysed directly.

7.1 Defining significant concretizations

Our normal way to define a significant set of concretizations
is to identify certain components within each system state as
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being required: informally, the idea will be that these compo-
nents are relevant to the state not being deadlocked. We will
then define significant concretizations to be those that include
all required components. The following examples illustrate
the ideas.

Example 4 In the token-based mutual exclusion protocol, we
will define the component holding the token to be required,
and define significant concretizations to be those that include
this component. This avoids the false positive described at
the start of this section.

Example 5 Consider a system where the fixed process mod-
els a lock, and has a reference to the thread holding the lock
(if any). In most such systems, any concretization that does
not include the thread holding the lock will be deadlocked:
only the thread holding the lock can perform an event. How-
ever, this would again be a false positive. We therefore define
the thread holding the lock to be required, and so only the
concretizations that include this processwould be significant.

Example 6 Now consider a system using a lock, as in the pre-
vious example, but where also the thread that holds the lock
can perform updates upon nodes to which it has a reference.
However, those updates will be possible only in concretiza-
tions that include those nodes, so we need to define those
nodes as required to avoid false positives.We therefore define
the required components to be the thread holding the lock,
and any node to which that thread has a reference.

We formally define the notion of required components,
and the corresponding significant concretizations, in Defini-
tion 32. We then describe how the required components are
defined in the implementation in Definition 33. We present
two additional requirements, and then state the correctness
of the approach in Proposition 36.

Recall that a component can be identified by its process
identity, comprising its family and identity.Wewritepids(ss)
for the process identities of the components of ss. We define
the required components via their process identities.

Definition 32 The required components of a system state are
defined via a function

requiredPids : SS → P(PID).

Given a definition of requiredPids, a concretization is sig-
nificant if it contains a process for each required process
identity:

SC =̂ {sssig ∈ C | requiredPids(sssig) ⊆ pids(sssig)}.

We give example definitions for requiredPids below. We
say that a process q = cs(ids) (either the fixed process or
a component) references a component with identity id in

system state ss if q has a parameter with value id, i.e. id ∈
ids, but id is not a distinguished value (such as the value
null in the linked-list-based stack example). We will often
define the required components via the references held to
components by other processes. We write references(q) for
the set of identities referenced by q:

references(cs(ids)) =
{id ∈ ids | id is not a distinguished value}.

We lift references to system states by point-wise application.
The following examples illustrate twopatterns for defining

the required process identities.

Example 7 We could define the required components to be
all components of family f that are referenced by the fixed
process. Example 5 was an instance of this pattern with f =
Thread. In this case we define:4

requiredPids(qF ,m) =
{( f , id) | id ∈ references(qF ) ∩ idType( f )}.

For example, assuming id1 ∈ idType( f ) but id2 /∈
idType( f ), for any state of the form (qF ,m) where qF =
csF (id1, id2), we have requiredPids(qF ,m) = {( f , id1)},
because the fixed process references such a component. If
m contains a component with process identity ( f , id1) then
(qF ,m) is significant.

Example 8 We could define the required components to be
all components of family f1 that are referenced by the fixed
process, and also those components of family f2 that are ref-
erenced by one of those f1 components. Example 6 followed
this pattern with f1 = Thread and f2 = Node. (We use
this pattern again in Sect. 9.3.) In this case, we define:

requiredPids(qF ,m) =
{( f1, id1) | id1 ∈ references(qF ) ∩ idType( f1)} ∪
{( f2, id2) |
∃ id1 ∈ references(qF ) ∩ idType( f1), q1 ∈ m �

pid(q1) = ( f1, id1) ∧
id2 ∈ references(q1) ∩ idType( f2)}.

Below we indicate the family of a component via a subscript
on the control state. Let id1 ∈ idType( f1) and id2, id3 ∈
idType( f2). For the concretization

(qF ,m) = (csF (id1), {cs f1(id1, id2), cs f2(id3)})

4 Recall that we write idType( f ) for the type of identities correspond-
ing to family f .
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wehave that requiredPids(qF ,m) contains ( f1, id1) (because
the fixed process references such a component) and ( f2, id2)
(because the component with process identity ( f1, id1)
references such a component). This concretization is not sig-
nificant because it has no component with process identity
( f2, id2).

In the implementation, the analyst defines the required
process identities by giving chains (i.e. sequences) of fam-
ilies. A chain 〈 f1, f2, . . . , fn〉 represents that the required
components are all components of family f1 that are refer-
enced by the fixed process, and also those components of
family f2 that are referenced by one of those f1 components,
and also those components of family f3 that are referenced
by one of those f2 components, and so on. Thus Example 7
corresponds to the chain 〈 f 〉, and Example 8 corresponds
to the chain 〈 f1, f2〉. The following definition captures this
notion.

Definition 33 Given a chain f of families, the corresponding
required process identities are defined by

requiredPidsf(qF ,m) = requiredPidsqFf (m),

where the subsidiary function requiredPidsqf (m) traverses the
chain f, extracting process identities, startingwith the state q:

requiredPidsq〈〉(m) = {}
requiredPidsqf .f(m) =
pids ∪

⋃

{requiredPidsq ′f (m) | q ′ ∈ m ∧ pid(q ′) ∈ pids}
where pids = {( f , id) | id ∈ references(q) ∩ idType( f )}.

(Note that the depth of the above recursion is bounded by the
length of the chain; also the resulting process identities are a
subset of those appearing in the concretization.) This is lifted
pointwise to sets of chains of families:

requiredPidsF (qF ,m) =
⋃

f∈F
requiredPidsf(qF ,m).

In order to use the result of Theorem 31, we need to prove
that the definition of SC in Definition 32 satisfies the require-
ments for being significant from Definition 29, in particular
that every state in SS�C has a significant sub-state. Infor-
mally, this comes down to checking that the concretizations
are large enough to contain a component process for each
required process identity.

Our approach is as follows. During a deadlock-freedom
check, if the search reaches a concretization c that is not
significant, by dint of not including a process with a partic-
ular required process identity pid, it calculates whether it
is possible to add an arbitrary such process q ′c with process
identity pid, to replace another processqc with an unrequired

process identity, while remaining insideC . That is, we check
the following property.

Definition 34 We say that C is large enough for required
Pids if:

∀ c ∈ γ C
A (SV f ix ) � ∀ pid ∈ requiredPids(c)− pids(c) �

∃ qc ∈ m � pid(qc) /∈ requiredPids(c) ∧
∀ q ′c � pid(q ′c) = pid ⇒ (qF ,m − {qc} � {q ′c}) ∈ C .

Example 9 Recall Example 7, corresponding to chain 〈 f 〉,
and suppose C = SV2.

Suppose we encounter the concretization

c = (csF (id1, id2), {cs1(id1), cs3(id3)}),

where id1, id2 ∈ f . This is not significant because it is
missing a component with process identity pid = ( f , id2).
However, it satisfies the condition of Definition 34, since
we can replace the second component state qc = cs3(id3)
by an arbitrary component state q ′c with process identity
( f2, id2), say q ′c = cs2(id2), to produce a new concretization
(csF (id1, id2), {cs1(id1), cs2(id2)}) ∈ C . Informally, C is
large enough to include both the f -components referenced
by the fixed process.

On the other hand, consider the concretization

c = (cs′F (id1, id2, id3), {cs1(id1), cs2(id2)}),

where id1, id2, id3 ∈ f . This is not significant because it is
missing a component with process identity pid = ( f , id3).
And there is nonon-required component that canbedisplaced
to make way for it. Thus this does not satisfy the condition
of Definition 34. Informally,C is not large enough to include
all three f components referenced by the fixed process.

If during the check it is found that C is not large enough
for required Pids, then the check fails: it needs to be re-run
with a different definition of C .

In order to state our correctness result, we will need the
following definition, which states that processes cannot ref-
erence a component that is outside the system; this condition
holds for many systems.

Definition 35 We say that a system is closed if every reach-
able state (qF ,m) ∈ R has references only to components
in the system:

∀ f � ∀ id ∈ references(qF ,m) ∩ idType( f ) �

( f , id) ∈ pids(m).

We describe how to verify this condition in Lemma 37.
The following proposition shows that, under suitable con-

ditions, our approach does indeed define a significant set of
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concretizations. Hence, by Theorem 31, this approach can be
used to prove deadlock freedom. The proof of this proposi-
tion is in Appendix B.

Proposition 36 Suppose a system is closed. Suppose the sig-
nificant components SC are defined by a function
requiredPidsF such thatC is large enough for requiredPidsF .
Then SC is significant.

Example 10 Consider, again, the token-based mutual exclu-
sion protocol. We want to define the component holding the
token to be significant, since in many states, it is necessary
for the system to make progress. As the model stands, this
is not possible using our framework, because the fixed pro-
cess does not always hold a reference to this component.
However, we can augment the fixed process so as to track
the current token holder, holding the identity of that compo-
nent in a parameter, synchronizing on each pass event and
updating its parameter appropriately. We can then define the
significant components via requiredPids{〈 f 〉} where f is the
family identifier for the components.

Note that this change makes the transitions on pass into
three-way synchronizations between the fixed process and
two components, so if we again take A = SV2, we need to
takeC = SV4 (following condition 4 of Definition 16).With
this change, the algorithm finds no significant deadlock.

This shows that all systems of size at least four are
deadlock-free. We can check directly that specific systems
of size two and three are deadlock-free (i.e. picking specific
values for the identities), for example using a standard model
checker.We can then use symmetry to deduce that all systems
of size two or three are deadlock-free.

The approach of defining the required components by
chains of families has proved adequate for the examples we
have considered to date. However, other approachesmight be
necessary in other cases. For example, it might be useful to
consider references only in certain parameters of processes.
Alternatively, it might be necessary to define the significant
concretizations to be all concretizations containing at least
two threads, for example. We leave investigation of these
ideas as future work.

Finally, we state a lemma that can be used to check that
the system is closed.

Lemma 37 Suppose:

– Every initial state ss ∈ I ni t references only components
in the system;

– No transition introduces references that were not previ-
ously in the system: if ss → ss′, then references(ss′) ⊆
references(ss).

Then the system is closed.

Note that the conditions of Lemma 37 are statically check-
able. We currently leave it up to the modeller to ensure this
property holds.

8 Implementation

We have created an implementation, in Scala, following the
algorithm of Sect. 6, and (optionally) including the deadlock-
freedom test from Sect. 7.5

Unlike the model in earlier sections, the implementation
allows multiple fixed processes: the parallel composition of
these can be considered as a single process, for compatibility
with the model.

The implementation takes as input a description of the
system modelled in machine-readable CSP (CSPM ): more
precisely, it takes a standard CSPM script, suitable for model
checking using FDR [28], with a few annotations, described
below. CSPM is a very expressive language, which makes it
convenient for defining systems.

The script must include annotations to identify:

– For each family f of components, a type T f representing
the type of identities for f (i.e. idType( f )), a function P
over T f giving the corresponding processes, and a func-
tion alpha over T f giving the corresponding alphabets.

– The fixed processes and their alphabets.

In the script, each type T f is captured by a finite enumerated
type, which must be big enough in a sense that wemake clear
below.

The implementation assumes that the initial state of each
component is symmetric, but not that they are necessarily
symmetric to one another. For example, in the file defining
the token-based mutual exclusion protocol, components are
defined by:

Component(me) =
if me �= T1 then Component0(me) else Component1(me)}

where Component0 and Component1 respectively correspond
to a component holding or not holding the token. In this case,
it is necessary that the functions Component0 and Component1

are symmetric, e.g. Component0(x) and Component0(π(x))
are π -bisimilar for each x in the indexing type T . In [29],
we prove that this holds for an arbitrary CSPM expression
satisfying rather modest assumptions, principally that it con-
tains no constants of the indexing types. This property can
be checked within FDR, for example:

assert Component0 :[symmetric]: T

5 The implementation and the scripts for the examples in the
next section are available from www.cs.ox.ac.uk/people/gavin.lowe/
ViewAbstraction/index.html
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The implementation likewise assumes that the fixed pro-
cesses are symmetric.

Further, the implementation assumes that the state spaces
of different components of the same family are symmetric
(even if their initial states are not symmetric): each state of
P(x) is π -bisimilar to a corresponding state of P(π(x)). If
this property does not hold, the implementation signals an
error.

The implementation also takes as input a description of
the set A of abstractions to use, either as a value k defining
A to be SVk , or as a list of profiles; it checks that A is con-
vex. It then calculates a corresponding value for the set C of
concretizations, following Definition 16.

The implementation interrogates FDR to obtain the state
machine for each fixed process and for each component.

The implementation builds the set AInit of initial abstract
states as follows. It builds the system state that contains
the process P(x) for each family f and each x ∈ T f ; i.e.
(q0F , {P(x) | f ∈ F ∧ x ∈ T f }),where q0F is the initial state
of the fixed processes. It then projects this system state onto A
using αA, and picks a representative element of each equiv-
alence class under ≈ (see below). It is the responsibility of
the modeller to ensure that the condition αA(I ni t) ⊆ AInit
(cf. Sect. 6) is satisfied. A common case is that each ini-
tial state in I ni t contains some small number n (perhaps
zero) of components in distinguished states (in the mutual
exclusion example, a single component in state s1, holding
the token), and all other components in some default state
(in the mutual exclusion example, state s0, not holding the
token), possibly with fixed processes holding the identities of
components in distinguished states. In this case, it is enough
for the initial states of components to include the n compo-
nents in distinguished states, plus as many components in the
default state as can be included in any profile of A (two in
the case of the mutual exclusion algorithm with A = SV2).
The implementation checks that the indexing type contains
enough identities for these states (three in the case of the
mutual exclusion algorithm with A = SV2).

The program performs a breadth-first search, outlined in
Fig. 5. It maintains a set SV ⊆ A of system views found so
far, and a set SS ⊆ C of concretizations found so far. More
concretely, it stores one representative of each≈-equivalence
class; we describe in Sect. 8.1 how these representatives are
chosen. The program also maintains a set newV iews of sys-
tem views seen for the first time on the current ply (again, up
to equivalence).

On each ply, it considers each new system view sv of the
previous ply. It attempts to extend sv, by adding one or more
component states, to give concretizations in γ C

A (SV ) (up to
≈-equivalence); we write γ C

A (sv, SV ) for these extensions
of sv. We describe in Sect. 8.2 how γ C

A is implemented. The
program calculates the post-state of each new concretization,
making use of the state machines of each process previ-

Fig. 5 Outline of the implementation. The test for deadlock is omitted
when appropriate

ously extracted from FDR; it tests for error transitions or
deadlocks, as appropriate. It then applies αA to the new con-
cretizations this produces.

If the search discovers a transition on error or a dead-
lock (when applicable), then the program allows the user
to explore the cause. The user is shown a trace leading to
the error or deadlock state, presented as a sequence of γ C

A ,
post and αA transitions with the intermediate views and con-
cretizations. This presentation is incomplete: it displays a
single view that contributes to each γ C

A transition, whereas
several views contribute; the full execution tree is far too
large to display. Instead, the user can ask the program to list
the views that contribute to a particular γ C

A transition, and
then obtain the trace that produces one of those views.

8.1 Representing states, system states, and views

Internally, each state of a process is represented as its control
state, its family (or a distinguished value for a fixed process)
and a list of its parameters, each represented by an integer.

Each parameter has an implicit type, for example, a node
identity or a thread identity. These types are obtained from
the CSP script; for example, node identities and thread iden-
tities will be different types in the script. Below, when giving
example states, we will sometimes add a subscript to an inte-
ger representing a parameter, in order to indicate the implicit
type. For example, we might write 3(1T , 1N ) to represent a
process in control state 3, with a parameter of type T with
value 1, and a parameter of type N , also with value 1. Dis-
tinguished values of types, such as the null node reference,
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are represented by distinguished integers: negative values in
the current implementation.

A concretization or system view is implemented as a list
of states for the fixed processes, and a list of states for the
components. Note that the states of the components are,
abstractly, a set: we therefore consider two lists of component
states to be equivalent if they are permutations of one another.
By contrast, the fixed process states are stored in some fixed
order. Recall (Definition 22) that we also consider two sys-
tem states to be equivalent if one can be obtained from the
other by uniformly renaming non-distinguished parameters.
In order to implement these notions of equivalence, we store
system states and system views in a canonical form, which
we now explain. Creating such a canonical form is at least
as hard as the graph isomorphism problem [17,18], which is
widely accepted as being difficult; nevertheless, our approach
works acceptably in practice.

Definition 38 We say that a system state ss is in semi-
canonical form if:

1. The control states of components are in non-decreasing
order;

2. For each type t , whenone considers thefirst occurrence of
each non-distinguished parameter of type t in the system
state, those parameters are in increasing order from left
to right within ss, and are an initial segment of the natural
numbers.

Example 11 Consider the following system states (where we
write the lists of processes as parallel compositions, with
square brackets around the fixed processes and components):

[

7(0N ) ‖ 3(0T ,−1N )
]

‖ [

0(1T , 1N ) ‖ 5(2N , 0N ) ‖ 5(3N , 1N )
]

,

[

7(0N ) ‖ 3(0T ,−1N )
]

‖ [

0(1T , 1N ) ‖ 5(2N , 1N ) ‖ 5(3N , 0N )
]

.

Each is in semi-canonical form; we have underlined the
first occurrence of each non-distinguished (i.e. non-negative)
parameter.

Note that these system states are equivalent, under the
renaming of parameters that swaps 2N and 3N (and is oth-
erwise the identity), and swapping the order of the last two
component states (to satisfy condition 2 of Definition 38).

Definition 39 We say that a system state ss is in canonical
form if it is in semi-canonical form, and is minimal among
all the equivalent semi-canonical system states, under the
obvious lexicographic ordering.

Example 12 Considering the system states fromExample 11,
the former is in canonical form, being before the latter in

lexicographic ordering, and there being no other equivalent
semi-canonical system states.

The canonical form can be found by creating all permu-
tations of the component states that satisfy condition 1 of
Definition 38, uniformly renaming the parameters to satisfy
condition 2, and then taking the one that is minimal. For
a system state with l components, there are potentially l!
such permutations. Finding the canonical form is moderately
costly, but acceptable, taking approximately one-quarter of
the total run time.

Each of the sets of system states in Fig. 5 is represented
by the canonical forms of its elements. Code such as

if (c /∈ SS){SS := SS ∪ {c} ; . . .}

is implemented by calculating the canonical form, ccan , of c,
testing whether ccan is in the corresponding set of canonical
forms, and if not, adding it.

8.2 Implementing �C
A

We now explain how the function γ C
A is implemented. We

start be explaining how to implement a restricted form of
γ C
A , where each element of C is formed by adding a single

component state to an element of A; i.e. we consider the case
where

C = {(qF , v � {qc}) | (qF , v) ∈ A ∧ qc ∈ Qc ∧
disjointPids(qc, v)}.

For Sects. 8.2.1 and 8.2.2, we fix A and C as above. In
Sect. 8.2.3, we explain how to build on this to implement
a more general form of γ C

A : to extend a system view by two
component states will require two applications of the process
described here, and some filtering of states produced.

8.2.1 Calculating extensions

Consider a point during the search at which we have encoun-
tered a set SV ⊆ A of system views. Recall that SV
represents its closure under the equivalence relation ≈,
denoted SV . In particular, we seek to create representatives
of all concretizations that extend system views in SV .

Given a view sv = (qF , v0) ∈ SV , we want to calculate
(up to ≈-equivalence) all extensions

(qF , v0 � {qe}) ∈ γ C
A (SV ).

(In Fig. 5, we wrote γ C
A (sv, SV ) for the set of all such

extensions.) We consider each split v0 = w � {q} of v0 and
consider those states qe such that (qF , w � {qe}) is equiva-
lent to an element of SV ; we write candidates(qF , w) for
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this.

candidates(qF , w) =̂ {qe | (qF , w � {qe}) ∈ SV }.

(We describe in the next section how we calculate represen-
tative members of the above set efficiently.) Each element qe
of candidates(qF , w) is a candidate to extend (qF , v0) to
give a concretization (qF , v0 � {qe}). However, we consider
extensions formed only from those qe that are candidates for
all splits w � {q} of v0 for which (qF , w � {qe}) ∈ A:

extensions(qF , v0) =̂
{(qF , v0 � {qe}) | ∀ q ∈ Qc, w ∈ P(Qc) �

v0 = w � {q} ∧ (qF , w � {qe}) ∈ A⇒
qe ∈ candidates(qF , w)}.

Note that if (qF , v0) ∈ A, then extensions(qF , v0) ⊆ C .
The following lemma shows how γ C

A (SV ) can be calcu-
lated using extensions.

Lemma 40

γ C
A (SV ) =

⋃

{extensions(qF , v0) | (qF , v0) ∈ SV }.

Proof We prove the result by showing an inclusion in each
direction.

(⊇) Suppose (qF , v0) ∈ SV and (qF , m̂) ∈ exten-
sions(qF , v0); we show (qF , m̂) ∈ γ C

A (SV ). So suppose
m̂ = v̂ � {q} with (qF , v̂) ∈ A; we need to prove (qF , v̂) ∈
SV . If v̂ = v0, the result is immediate. Otherwise, let
w = v0 ∩ v̂ and qe be such that v̂ = w � {qe}, so

m̂ =
︸ ︷︷ ︸

v̂

{qe} �
v0

︷ ︸︸ ︷

w � {q} .

Now (qF , m̂) ∈ extensions(qF , v0), v0 = w � {q} and
(qF , w � {qe}) = (qF , v̂) ∈ A, so qe ∈ candidates(qF , w)

(from the definition of extensions). Hence (qF , v̂) =
(qF , w � {qe}) ∈ SV (from the definition of candidates),
as required.

(⊆) Suppose (qF , m̂) ∈ γ C
A (SV ). Let v0 ⊆ m̂ with

(qF , v0) ∈ A; so (qF , v0) ∈ SV . We show (qF , m̂) ∈
extensions(qF , v0). Let qe be such that m̂ = v0 � {qe}.

Following the definition of extensions, consider a split
v0 = w � {q} such that (qF , w � {qe}) ∈ A; we show qe ∈
candidates(qF , w). Let v̂ = w � {qe}, so

m̂ =
︸ ︷︷ ︸

v̂

{qe} �
v0

︷ ︸︸ ︷

w � {q} .

Then, since (qF , m̂) ∈ γ C
A (SV ) and (qF , v̂) �A (qF , m̂),

we have (qF , v̂) = (qF , w � {qe}) ∈ SV . Hence qe ∈
candidates(qF , w), as required. ��

In the interests of efficiency, we avoid calculating the
whole of extensions(qF , v0) for every (qF , v0) ∈ SV on
every iteration of the algorithm. Instead, it is enough to
calculate extensions(qF , v0) for every new such (qF , v0);
i.e. such that (qF , v0)was added to SV on the current iteration
(the “⊆” part of the above proof shows that this is sound).

8.2.2 Calculating candidates

We now describe the implementation of the algorithm
more concretely, in particular how we calculate cand-
idates(qF , w) for a particular split.

Abstractly, we maintain a map store : SS → P(Qc),

where each maplet (qF , w) �→ Q in store means that for
each qc ∈ Q, we have π(qF , w � {qc}) ∈ SV for some π ∈
Sym(T ) (so π(qF , w � {qc}) ∈ SV for all π ∈ Sym(T )):

store = {(qF , w) �→ {qc | ∃π ∈ Sym(T ) �

π(qF , w � {qc}) ∈ SV } |
(qF , w) ∈ D},

where the domain D of the mapping is those pairs (qF , w)

where the corresponding set Q is non-empty, and (qF , w) is
in canonical form (to create a single representative for each
equivalence class):

D = {(qF , w) | (∃ qc ∈ Qc, π ∈ Sym(T ) �

π(qF , w � {qc}) ∈ SV ) ∧
(qF , w) is in canonical form}.

To maintain this, for each new system view (q ′F , v′0) ∈
SV , we consider each split v′0 = w′ � {q ′c}, we find the
canonical form (qF , w) of (q ′F , w′) and the corresponding
partial bijection π ′ such that π ′(qF , w) = (q ′F , w′). We then
find each qc such that π(qc) = q ′c and π extends π ′ (so
π(qF , w � {qc}) ∈ SV ). Abstractly, we add each such qc
to the set associated with (qF , w), extending the domain of
the map if necessary. However, there may be infinitely many
such qc if q ′c contains parameters not in (q ′F , w′). Concretely,
we include just a representative of each class, renaming such
parameters in a canonical way; we term these fresh parame-
ters.

Following the definition of extensions, given (qF , v0),
we need to calculate candidates(qF , w) for every w and q
such that v0 = w � {q}. However, it is, of course, enough to
calculate this up to equivalence under ≈.

To calculate candidates(qF , w), we find the canonical
form of (qF , w), say (q ′F , w′), and the partial bijection π
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such that π(q ′F , w′) = (qF , w); we then look up Q′ =
store(q ′F , w′). For each q ′ ∈ Q′, and for each π ′ that
extends π , we have that π ′(q ′F , w � {q ′}) = (qF , w �
{π ′(q ′)}) ∈ SV . Hence candidates(qF , w) contains all
such π ′(q ′). This is potentially an infinite set if q ′ contains
fresh parameters. However, each fresh parameter x in q ′must
be mapped by π ′ to a parameter not in (qF , w), which could
be either:

1. a parameter in q (but not in (qF , w)), of which there are
finitely many;

2. a parameter not in (qF , v0) = (qF , w � {q}), for which
a representative value suffices.

Therefore, when producing candidates(qF , w), each
such fresh parameter x is renamed to each parameter under
item 1, and to a representative parameter under item 2 (with
different fresh parameters being renamed to different values).
In particular, the representatives under item 2 are chosen in a
consistent way for different splits v0 = w�{q}, to ensure that
corresponding values are equal (rather than just equivalent).

8.2.3 Generalizing

Recall that so far in this section we have assumed that the
set C of concretizations contains precisely elements of A
extended with a single component state (with a disjoint iden-
tity). If there are no three-way synchronizations between two
components and a fixed process, then this is precisely what
we want. However, if there are such three-way synchroniza-
tions, then we need to add two states onto each system view.
We do this in two steps.

1. We extend from A to elements of

M =̂ {(qF , v � {qc}) |
(qF , v) ∈ A ∧ qc ∈ Qc ∧
disjointPids(qc, v) ∧
(qF , v � {qc}) is in canonical form},

using the above technique.
2. We then extend from M to C , using the above technique,

but creating only concretizations inside C . We do this by
identifying, in the calculation of extensions, those fami-
lies that would give a concretization inC ; and then, in the
calculation of candidates, picking only candidate states
from those families. The mapping store is implemented
so as to make this efficient.

8.3 Optimizations

Wehave implemented a task-parallel version of the algorithm
in Fig. 5. Different system views sv are handled by different
threads. Each of the global data structures is implemented as
a concurrent datatype to support this. The use of parallelism
gives a good speed-up, although this is limited because of
contention.

In early versions of the implementation, memory usage
proved to be a factor. We sketch here techniques that were
used to reduce this.

During a search, many process states are encountered.
However,many of these are equivalent to a state found earlier.
In one example, about a billion process states were encoun-
tered, of which only about ten thousand were distinct. To
conserve memory, the implementation avoids creating dupli-
cate states; instead, different system states share references.
All prior states are stored in a concurrent trie. When a state is
encountered, the implementation searches in the trie to see if
it is a duplicate, and if so shares a reference. This searching
is moderately expensive (because it is done so frequently),
taking about one-sixth of the total time. Likewise, different
system states share references to the list of states of fixed
processes: typically only a handful of different such lists are
encountered during a search.

The set of concretizations seen, SS in Fig. 5, can also use a
large amount of memory. Storing this set explicitly limits our
approach to systems with about a billion concretizations (on
typical hardware). Instead, we can (optionally) represent SS
implicitly, noting that SS = γ C

A (SV ). A test of the form c ∈
SS can then be implemented as αA(c) ⊆ SV . This latter test
is somewhat expensive, and so using this approach increases
run times by around 30% on small examples. However, it
allows us to consider much larger examples, and gives some
speed-up on medium-sized examples.

9 Examples

In this section, we describe a number of examples we have
analysed using our framework. Figure 6 summarises the
results6. Each check was successful, verifying that all such
systems are error-free, and, in three cases, deadlock-free.
The experiments were performed on a 32-core server (two
2.1GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6130 CPUs with hyper-
threading enabled, with 384GB of RAM).

Being able to model process identities (or something
equivalent) is necessary for all the examples except the toy
mutual exclusion example. Unsurprisingly, the number of
concretizations explored, and hence the checking time, grows

6 All the example files are available viawww.cs.ox.ac.uk/people/gavin.
lowe/ViewAbstraction/index.html
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Fig. 6 Summary of examples. The table shows, for each file: the choice
of the set A of abstractions used; whether the model includes a three-
way synchronization between two components and a fixed process;
the number of abstractions and concretizations explored; and the time
taken. For most files, the time is based on an average over 10 execu-

tions, with a 95% confidence interval; the exceptions are lazySet and
lockFreeSet, where the time is based on a single execution. Checks
with over 200 million concretizations represented the concretizations
implicity (cf. Sect. 8.3)

roughly exponentially in the number of components in each
concretization.

As noted in the Introduction, view abstraction needs to be
combined with other abstraction techniques, for example to
dealwith anunboundeddomain of data values, a specification
that is naturally infinite-state, or components that are infinite
state.We adapt and extend a number of existing techniques to
this end. We anticipate that the techniques we employ could
be reused in other examples.We give some comparisons with
related work in relevant subsections, particularly where they
use similar techniques. We give more general comparisons
in Sects. 9.14 and 9.15.

Recall that the analyst specifies the set A of abstract views
to use. Coming up with a suitable choice for A requires a mix
of judgement and trial-and-error.Different choices of A allow
the abstraction to automatically capture different invariants,
and can also affect performance. Roughly speaking, if a rel-
evant invariant talks about the states of a particular number

of components, then A must include views with at least that
number of components of the relevant families.

For example, consider a datatype built around a linked
list, and consider the invariant that says that if node n1 holds
data value X and n1.next = n2, then n2 holds data value Y
(for all n1 and n2); this invariant talks about the states of
two nodes, and so it is necessary for A to include views that
contain (at least) two nodes. Conversely, including views that
contain two nodes allows us to capture such invariants that
talk about the states of two consecutive nodes: we will often
design our model to constrain the sequence of data values in
the list to be of a form that can be described by such invariants.

Note that these invariants are captured automatically by
the appropriate abstraction; we highlight the relevant invari-
ants below to justify why particular abstraction sets are
necessary. However, in some cases relevant invariants are
not captured by the most natural models. In such cases, we
sometimes introduce extra state into processes, or add extra
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fixed processes that help to capture the invariants (but don’t
otherwise change the behaviour of the system).

9.1 Token-basedmutual exclusion

The file MEPeersmodels the token-based mutual exclusion
algorithm that we have used as a running example. Taking
abstractions of size 2 allows us to capture the invariant that
a single component holds the token at a time.

The file MEPeersDF models the extension to check for
deadlock freedom, as described in Example 10.

9.2 Multiplexed buffer

The file multiplex models communication over a mul-
tiplexed one-place buffer. The model allows an arbitrary
number of senders and an arbitrary number of receivers; thus
the model uses two families of components. The buffer is
modelled as a fixed process; it can hold a single message at
a time. Each sender s repeatedly wants to send a message m
to a particular receiver r ; it passes the tuple (s,m, r) to the
buffer, which passes s and m to the appropriate receiver r .

In order to capture the correctness of the system, we use a
watchdog process as a fixed process, illustrated in Fig. 7. The
model allows only two data values, A and B. The watchdog
allows only a single B to be sent, and checks that B is always
correctly received, i.e. a receiver r thinks it has received B
from sender s (represented by event out .s.r .B) only if s
indeed did send B to r (represented by event in.s.r .B), and
each such B is received only once.

The correctness of this approach can be justified using
ideas from data independence [60] [50, Section 17.2]. A pro-
cess is data independent in a particular type D if it can input,
store and output such values, but can perform no other oper-
ations on them (including equality tests). This means that
for each trace tr of the process, uniformly replacing values
from D within tr will give another trace of the process; fur-
ther, each trace tr can be obtained by uniformly renaming
values within a trace tr ′ where all inputs are distinct. The
multiplexed buffer is data independent in the type of data
transmitted.

Lemma 41 Supposeaprocess is data independent in a type D
of data and performs events on channels in and out, as
above. Suppose further that when the process is run with
D = {A, B}, the watchdog in Fig. 7 does not signal an error.
Then, for an arbitrary choice of D, every value received cor-
responds uniquely to a value sent.

Proof (sketch). Consider a behaviour of such a process using
an arbitrary value for D. Suppose, for a contradiction, that
this behaviour violates the required property, leading to a
value x being incorrectly received or duplicated. Then, by
data independence, a similar behaviour would occur when

Fig. 7 The watchdog for the multiplexed buffer

D = {A, B}, with the value B being incorrectly received or
duplicated. This would lead to the watchdog signalling an
error. ��

The filemultiplexDF tests the samemultiplexed buffer
for deadlock freedom. In order to avoid false positives, we
need to count as significant only those concretizations that
include the sender to whom the buffer is trying to pass a
message. Using the machinery of Sect. 7, this corresponds
to the chain 〈Receiver〉, i.e. a concretization is significant
only if it includes any receiver to which the buffer holds a
reference.

With both the above models, abstractions containing a
single sender and single receiver suffice.

9.3 A synchronous communication channel

The files channel and channelDFmodel a synchronous
communication channel from a concurrency API [54]. The
channel can be used with an arbitrary number of threads
sending and receiving; a pair of locks mean that a single
sender and a single receiver can be active at a time.

In [41], we analysed a previous implementation using the
FDR model checker and found the reason for the channel
sometimes deadlocking. We also corrected the error and per-
formed model checking of the corrected version for a small
number of threads. The analysis here verifies the corrected
version for an arbitrary number of threads.

The implementation makes use of the Java lock support
framework [48]. This provides a mechanism for threads
to be suspended or “parked”, and subsequently awoken or
“unparked”. The mechanism is permit-based: if a thread is
unparked before it parks, a permit is stored; when that thread
does attempt to park, it consumes the permit and continues
without suspending.

Pseudocode for the channel implementation is in Fig. 8.
The original version differed at line 14 by also atomically
clearing the writer variable:

LockSupport.unpark(getAndSet(writer, null))

This led to a rather subtle deadlock [41].
The natural model of the lock support (used in [41]) is

parameterized by the set of identities of threads that are cur-
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Fig. 8 Pseudocode for the channel implementation

rently parked, and the set of identities of threads for which
there are permits stored. However, this model is outside what
is allowed by the current paper: here, processes cannot be
parameterized by sets of identities. Instead, we have tomodel
the lock support as a family of component processes (of fam-
ily LSC), one for each thread, recording whether that thread
is parked, or whether there is a permit stored for it. Note
that this means that there are two families of components,
threads and lock support components, each parameterized
by the same type, namely thread identities.

The file channel tests the safety property that senders
and receivers are loosely synchronized and agree on the val-
ues sent on the channel. Thewatchdog (Fig. 9) observeswhen
a sender or receivers ends a communication, and the value
transmitted. It expects that if a sender s ends a communica-
tion, having sent a value v (event endSend.s.v), then next
a receiver r ends a communication having received v (event
endRec.r .v); and similarly if the receiver ends before the
sender. In other cases, the watchdog signals an error.

The file channelDF tests for deadlock freedom. The
model has some subtleties. Clearly if all the threads decide
to send messages (or all decide to receive), then the channel
will deadlock: but this is not the type of scenario we are
interested in, since it’s a deadlock caused by misuse of the
channel, rather than an error in the channel itself. To avoid
these deadlocks, we model two threads as fixed processes,
one that always sends, and one that always receives; we also
include their lock support components as fixed processes.

The sending and receiving locks are each implemented as
fixed processes, and hold the identities of the current sender
and receiver (if any). When testing for deadlock freedom,
these two thread components are clearly required (in the
sense of Sect. 7). In addition, if one of these threads holds
a reference to a lock support component—either its own, or
of another thread that it is trying to unpark—then that lock
support component is required. Finally, if a thread that is
modelled as a fixed process holds a reference to a lock sup-

Fig. 9 The watchdog for the synchronous communication channel

port component, then that lock support component is again
required. Thuswe define the required process identities using
the set {〈Thread, LSC〉, 〈LSC〉} of chains of families.

Recall that the implementation checks that concretizations
are large enough to be able to include all the required compo-
nents of a system state (Definition 34). In this case, we need
concretizations that include at least two threads and three
lock support components: each of the fixed lock processes
can hold a reference to a thread and its lock support compo-
nent; and one of those threads can hold a reference to another
lock support component (corresponding to the previous com-
munication on the channel). Thus we need abstractions of
size at least four; it turns out that (Thread : 2, LSC : 2) is
sufficient.

9.4 Lock-based queue

ThefilelockBasedQueuemodels a lock-based queue that
uses a linked list. The model has much in common with the
lock-based stack from Fig. 3: it models threads and nodes
as two families of components; it uses fixed processes to
model the lock, and shared variables pointing to the dummy
header node and the last node in the list; it also uses a fixed
constructor process that initialises the dummy header node
and the shared variables.

In addition, the model includes a watchdog that tests
whether the model really does implement a queue, using a
technique that we now describe. The property of being a
queue appears to not be a finite-state property; nevertheless,
we can check it by adapting ideas from Wolper [60].

The model uses signal events of the form enqueuex .me,
dequeuex .me and dequeueEmpty.me to indicate the opera-
tions performed on the queue and their results. The watchdog
synchronises with these events, and is given in Fig. 10. This
expects to see a sequence of values from the language A∗BC∗
enqueued (it blocks events corresponding to other values
being pushed). It gives an error if the dequeues are not from
the same language, or if a dequeue finds the queue empty
when it should hold B. The following lemma justifies the
correctness of this watchdog.

Lemma 42 Suppose a process is data independent in a
type D, and performs events enqueuex .me, dequeuex .me
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Fig. 10 The watchdog for queues. (We omit identities of threads from
transition labels.)

and dequeueEmpty.me, as above. Suppose further that
when the process is run with D = {A, B,C}, the watch-
dog in Fig. 10 does not signal an error. Then the process is
a queue.

Proof (sketch). Consider a behaviour of such a process using
an arbitrary value for D. Suppose, for a contradiction, that
this behaviour violates the property of being a queue, by
either losing, duplicating or reordering a particular piece of
data. Then, by data independence, a similar behaviour would
occur when D = {A, B,C}, on an input of the form expected
by the watchdog, either losing, duplicating or reordering B.
But in each case this would lead to the watchdog signalling
an error. ��

The analysis includes views containing two nodes. This
allows it to automatically capture the relationship between
pairs of nodes; in particular, it captures that adjacent nodes
in the list hold data values (A, A), (A, B), (B,C) or (C,C),
which implies that the queue holds a sequence of data corre-
sponding to a member of A∗ ∪ A∗BC∗ ∪C∗. More precisely,
the analysis captures the invariant: when the watchdog is in
state WD0, the queue holds a sequence from A∗; when the
watchdog is in state WD1, the queue holds a sequence from
A∗BC∗; and when the watchdog is in state WD2, the queue
holds a sequence from C∗.

We generalise this idea to describe a class of invariants
concerning the values held in a linked list that can be captured
by view abstraction using views containing two nodes. These
correspond to so-called local languages.

Definition 43 A local language over alphabet D is defined
by a set S ⊆ D of start symbols, a set F ⊆ D of final
symbols, and a set N ⊆ D × D of neighbours. It consists of
all words that start with a symbol from S, end with a symbol
from F , and have consecutive symbols from N :

SD∗ ∩ D∗F − D∗(D2 − N )D∗.

For example, the language A∗ ∪ A∗BC∗ ∪ C∗ is a local
language over D = {A, B,C} with start and final symbols

S = F = D, and neighbours N = {(A, A), (A, B), (B,C),

(C,C)}. When defining a local language, we will sometimes
omit the start and final symbols, and implicitly take them to
be the entire alphabet.

The following lemma shows that view abstraction can cap-
ture the invariant that the contents of a linked list is an element
of a particular local language.

Lemma 44 Suppose that L is a local languagewith start sym-
bols, final symbols and neighbours S, F and N, respectively.
Consider an application of view abstraction that is able to
capture that when the list is updated, it is locally maintained
as being consistent with S, F and N, i.e. the start and final
symbols remain in S and F, respectively, and the values of the
nodes whose predecessor or successor changes remain in N.
Then the view abstraction is able to capture the invariant that
the contents of the list is an element of L.

Note that the assumption implies that the view abstraction
uses views that contain (at least) two nodes; but it also repre-
sents an obligation on the analyst to ensure that threads hold
enough information about relevant local nodes to ensure that
updates maintain consistency.

Proof The assumptions imply that the abstraction captures
that the start and final symbols are from S and F , and that
pairs of successive nodes contain data values from N . This
logically implies that the contents of the list is an element
of L . ��

Weexplain now the precise choice of the language A∗BC∗
for enqueues, which implies that the list holds a word from
A∗ ∪ A∗BC∗ ∪C∗. It is necessary to choose a language that
allows a result like Lemma 42 to be proved; but also such that
the language of values in the list is a local language. Wolper
[60] and Abdulla et al. [7] use the language A∗BA∗CA∗.
This suffices to prove a result like Lemma 42. However, it
is not a local language, so does not provide strong enough
invariants under view abstraction: with enqueues from this
language, a node holding A could point to a node holding
either A, B or C ; but this is not strong enough to imply that
the queue holds at most one B. As a result, an analysis using
view abstraction would find corresponding false errors.

The model can be checked using abstraction set (Node :
2, Thread : 0)∪(Node : 1, Thread : 1) (orSV2, although
there is little difference in performance). As described above,
it is necessary to include abstractions with two nodes, to
capture the relationship between adjacent nodes in the queue.
It is clearly also necessary to include concretizations with at
least one thread, or else the signal events could happen in
an arbitrary order. It is sufficient to include a single thread:
the Lock process (as in Fig. 3) has a reference to the thread
holding the lock (if any); hence including a single thread is
enough to capture the invariant that only one thread (the one
that holds the lock) is operating on the queue.
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Fig. 11 The watchdog for stacks. (We omit identities of threads from
transition labels.)

Note that thismodel is not deadlock-free: anyfinite system
can get into a state where all the nodes are in the queue, so an
attempt by a thread to obtain a new node will fail. A similar
observation holds for most examples below.

9.5 Lock-based stack

The file lockBasedStack models the lock-based stack
from Fig. 3. This is augmented with a watchdog that tests
whether the model really does implement a stack, using tech-
niques similar to those from the previous section.

Recall that each thread me performed signal events,
pushx .me, popx .me and popEmpty.me to indicate the
operation it is performing and the result. The watchdog syn-
chronises with these events, and is given by the state machine
in Fig. 11. The watchdog expects to see a sequence of values
from the language A∗BC∗A∗ pushed onto the stack, with the
transition from Cs to As corresponding to the point where B
is popped from the stack. It signals an error if it observes an
incorrect pop.

The following lemma justifies the correctness of this
watchdog; it is proved very similarly to Lemma 42.

Lemma 45 Suppose a process is data independent in a
type D, and performs events pushx .me, popx .me and
popEmpty.me, as above. Suppose further that when the pro-
cess is run with D = {A, B,C}, the watchdog in Fig. 11 does
not signal an error. Then the process is a stack.

The same abstraction set as for the lock-based queue is
sufficient for this case. In particular, this is strong enough
to capture the invariant: when the watchdog is in state WD0

orWD2, the list holds a sequence of data from A∗; and when
the watchdog is in state WD1, the list holds a sequence of
data from C∗BA∗ (from the top of the stack downwards).

As with the lock-based queue, the sequence of data val-
ues pushed has to be chosen carefully. In this case, we
ensure that the linked list holds a sequence from the language
A∗ ∪ C∗BA∗, which is a local language with neighbours
{(A, A), (B, A), (C, B), (C,C)}. This ensures that the view
abstraction can capture this invariant. Abdulla et al. [7] use a

very similar technique for verifying the stack property, except
they push a sequence fromC∗AC∗BC∗: this does not ensure
that the values in the stack are from a local language, and so,
as with a queue, this does not provide strong enough invari-
ants under view abstraction.

9.6 The Treiber stack

The file TreiberStack describes the Treiber stack from
[56]. The stack is implemented using a linked list, with each
node holding a reference to the node below it in the stack.
The stack also has a variable Top that points to the top node
in the stack. The stack is updated using a compare-and-set
(CAS) operation [34] on Top: this operation takes in the
expected value of the variable, and the value to which it is to
be updated; the update succeeds only if the current value is
as expected. This can be used to make the stack lock-free.

The watchdog is much like that in Fig. 11, except adapted
to synchronise on the linearization points of the operations,
i.e. the atomic steps at which the operations seem to take
effect [34,35]. The linearization points are the successful
CAS operations that implement the pushes and pops, and
the read within a pop that finds that the stack is empty.

Thismodel can be analysed taking the set of abstract states
to be (Node : 3, Thread : 0)∪ (Node : 2, Thread : 1)∪
(Node : 1, Thread : 2). It turns out to be necessary to
include abstractions with three nodes with this model, in
order to capture the invariant that aC-node in the stack never
points to an A-node (it is possible for a C node to point to
an A-node if it is in the process of being pushed). More pre-
cisely, the relevant part of the invariant can be paraphrased as
“there are never a node n1, a C-node n2, and an A-node n3,
such that n1 points to n2, and n2 points to n3”, which can
only be captured by abstractions with three nodes. It is also
necessary to include abstractions with two threads to capture
invariants such as: if two threads are both attempting a push,
then they are attempting to push different new nodes; and if
two threads are attempting to pop B-nodes n1 and n2, then
n1 = n2.

The file TreiberStack2 adapts the previous model so
that abstractions of size two suffice. We arrange for a node
to perform an additional transition after it has been added to
the stack, so that its state records whether it has been added.
This avoids the requirement for abstractions of size three
described in the previous paragraph: the model can capture
the invariant that an added C-node never points to an A-
node. The transition is implemented via a synchronization
with the watchdog, after the adding CAS, and before any
other CAS (an alternative would have been to use a dedicated
fixed process for this purpose).

This adaptation of the model provides for a reasonable
reduction in the size of the model and the checking time. In
this example, the extra modelling effort involved outweighs
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the reduction in checking time; but the same technique will
prove more useful in later examples.

9.7 An elimination stack

The file eliminationStack models the elimination
stack from [34, Chapter 11] (based on [32]). The implemen-
tation uses an explicit stack internally, normally implemented
by a Treiber stack, as in the previous section; attempts to push
or pop onto the explicit stack may fail, if the CAS fails.

In addition, the implementation uses some number of
exchangers. Each thread may pass a value to an exchanger.
If two threads pass values to the same exchanger at about
the same time, then each receives the other’s value: they
have exchanged values.Alternatively, an attempt to exchange
may timeout and fail. In the context of the elimination stack,
threads seek to exchange values representing that they are
trying to push a particular value, or trying to pop. If a push
operation successfully exchangeswith a pop then both opera-
tions can return, with the pop returning the value of the push:
the two operations have eliminated one another.

Each thread repeatedly tries to perform its operation via
the explicit stack or via an exchanger, until one succeeds.

Wemodel threads and exchangers as two families of com-
ponents. For the watchdog we can use a technique similar to
but slightly simpler than that in previous sections: we arrange
for a sequence fromC∗AC∗BC∗ (as in [7]) to be pushed, and
check that values A and B are popped only as expected (but
allow arbitrary pops of value C). The watchdog treats an
elimination via an exchanger as a push followed by a pop.

We model the explicit stack as a single fixed process as
follows. We ensure that, assuming the stack receives at most
a single A and a single B, it treats those values correctly; but
we allow arbitrary behaviour concerning Cs. This is an over-
approximation of the expected behaviour. The verification of
the stack can be performed separately (as we did in Sect. 9.6),
allowing for compositional verification.

We can use a simpler form of watchdog here than in pre-
vious sections, because we do not need to capture the precise
order of values held in the explicit stack:we are notmodelling
a linked list so we do not need to ensure a local language.

Themodel canbe analysedusingviewsof size 2.The event
representing an elimination is a three-way synchronization
between a thread, the exchanger, and the watchdog. This
means that concretizations have to contain two more states
than abstractions (cf. Definition 16), which means more con-
cretizations are explored than for previous examples, and so
the checks are slightly slower.

9.8 A lock-free queue

The file lockFreeQueuemodels the lock-free queue from
[46]. The implementation uses a linked list, with a variable

head that references a dummy header node, and a variable
tail that normally references the last node in the list, but
may temporarily reference the penultimate node. Each oper-
ation is implemented using CAS operations on nodes’ next
references and/or the head and tail variables.

The watchdog is much like that in Fig. 10, except adapted
to synchronise on the linearization points. For the enqueue
operation, the linearization point is the CAS on the next ref-
erence of the node that was previously last, which is therefore
a three-way synchronization between that node, the rele-
vant thread, and the watchdog. With this model, taking the
abstractions to be (Node : 2, Thread : 1) ∪ (Node : 1,
Thread : 2) is sufficient. This corresponds to concretiza-
tions of (Node : 3, Thread : 2)∪(Node : 2, Thread : 3),
because of the three-way synchronization.

The file lockFreeQueue2 adapts the previous model
so that abstractions of size two suffice. As with the Treiber
stack model, the state of each node records whether it has
been added to the queue. In addition, the state of each node
records whether it has been removed from the queue (but
its behaviour isn’t otherwise changed); this is again imple-
mented by a synchronization between the node and the
watchdog, after the relevant CAS. The adaptation gives a
fairly considerable speed-up.

9.9 A set with lazy synchronization

ThefilelazySet represents a set of integers,with add, con-
tains and delete operations. The set is implemented using
a linked list ordered by data values, with dummy first and
last nodes holding −∞ and +∞. It uses lazy synchroniza-
tion, following [34, Section 9.7]. Each node in the list can be
locked and has a boolean field to indicated that it has been
marked for deletion.

A thread performing an add traverses the list, without
locking, until it finds the two nodes between which a new
node should be added. It then locks those nodes and checks
that they are unmarked and still consecutive in the list. If so,
it inserts the new node. If the check fails, it restarts. Dele-
tion proceeds in a similar way. The thread traverses the list
without locking. It then locks the node to be deleted and its
predecessor, and carries out the same checks as for add. It
then marks the node for deletion, and uncouples it from its
predecessor.

In order to capture the potentially infinite set of values
stored in the set, we form an abstraction as follows. The
model allows three values, A, B and C , to be stored in nodes
(in addition to the values in the dummy first and last nodes):
B represents an arbitrary but fixed value; A represents all
values smaller than the value represented by B; C represents
all larger values. Thus the list should hold values from the
local language (−∞)A∗(B ∪ ε)C∗(+∞). When a thread
traverses the list searching for a value represented by A, if it
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Fig. 12 The watchdog for the set with lazy synchronization. Subscripts√
and× on states indicate whether B is currently in the set. The param-

eter t̂ of states (where present) indicates the thread being monitored.
Events contain the identity of the relevant thread, and are on channels
with obvious names; these events are renamed appropriately to syn-
chronise with threads

encounters a node storing A it nondeterministically chooses
whether to treat the value in the node as smaller than, equal
to, or larger than the value it is searching for; and likewise
for C .

To prove correctness, it is enough to check that the value
represented by B is treated correctly: if the implementation
were incorrect, there would be a particular value b on which
it acts incorrectly, and we can take B to represent b.

The model has particular events corresponding to lin-
earization points for addition and deletion of B, namelywhen
the relevant node is linked in or marked for deletion. The
watchdog in Fig. 12 synchronises on these events and so
records whether B is currently in the set (the two left-most
states). If one of these events happens from an incorrect state
(for example, an addition of B when B is already in the set),
then this leads to the error state. Likewise, the model has
events corresponding to the linearization point for a positive
invocation of the contains(B) operation; if such an event
happens when B is not in the set, this leads to the error state.

Other operation invocations concerning B —a negative
invocation of contains, and unsuccessful invocations of add
and delete— do not have linearization points that can be
easily captured. In each case, the linearization point is when
a traversing thread reads a reference to a node: (1) whose
value is greater than B, or (2) whose value equals B, and is
marked in the case of contains or delete, or unmarked in

the case of add. In each case, the process that models the
thread does not have the relevant information to identify the
linearization point: it has not yet read the state of that next
node.

An alternative approach is required for these invocations.
The watchdog monitors a single operation invocation con-
cerning B per execution: each time a thread starts such an
operation (channel start in Fig. 12), the watchdog nonde-
terministically decides whether or not to monitor it. When
monitoring a thread t̂ (states WD′×(t̂) and WD′√(t̂)), it
observes the end of the invocation, and signals an error if the
result was inconsistent with the state of the set throughout
the operation, for example, if the thread completes a negative
contains operation, but B was in the set throughout. If the
monitored invocation completes in a way consistent with the
state of the set, the watchdog stopsmonitoring. Alternatively,
if B is added to or removed from the set, any outcome of
the monitored invocation would be correct, so the watchdog
again stops monitoring. If a thread other than the monitored
thread finishes an operation, that is ignored.

This approach generalises to other datatypes where oper-
ation invocations that change the state of the datatype have
explicit linearization points (and where the state of the
datatype can be abstracted to a finite state system).

Using view abstraction with views of size two suffices;
however, this requires some ingenuity. As with the file
lockFreeQueue2, it is necessary for the state of eachnode
to record whether it has been added to the list, or removed
from the list.

It is also necessary for the abstraction to capture the invari-
ant that there are not two distinct A-nodes in the list, n1 and
n2, neither of which points to another A-node. Without this
invariant, the model includes behaviours where a B-node is
(incorrectly) added after each of n1 and n2. The most natural
models cannot capture this invariant in terms of the states of
only two nodes. In order to capture the invariant, we add an
additional fixed process that aims to keep a reference to the
last A-node in the list (or the dummy header if there is no
A-node). If a new A-node is added after the tracked node, or
if the tracked node is removed, the process updates its refer-
ence. The above invariant is then equivalent to: every A-node
other than the tracked node points to another A-node; this can
be captured in terms of the states of only two nodes, and so
is automatically captured by using views of size two.

Finally, when a node is decoupled from the list, it is neces-
sary for its state to record whether the decoupling happened
before or after the watchdog started monitoring an opera-
tion. This means that the model captures the invariant that
the monitored thread cannot encounter (while traversing the
list) a node that was decoupled before its operation invoca-
tion began. Without this invariant, the model produces false
positives where the monitored invocation starts from a state
with B in the set, but the monitored thread encounters an
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A-node that was decoupled before the B was added and that
points to a C-node, and so incorrectly deduces that B is not
in the set.

The model in the file lazySet is considerably larger
than the models described earlier. The model in the file
lazySet2 adapts this model to remove all three-way syn-
chronizations, meaning that concretizations of size three
suffice. In particular, a three-way synchronization between
a thread, a node, and the watchdog, such as the lineariza-
tion point for the addition of a node, is simulated by several
events, including a synchronization between the thread and
node, and a synchronization between the thread and watch-
dog. This adaptation gives a very substantial speed-up in
checking, but at the expense of a more complicated model
and more modelling effort.

9.10 A lock-free set

The file lockFreeSet represents a set of integers, imple-
mented using a lock-free linked list ordered by data values,
using the technique from [34, Chapter 9].

The model shares a number of features with the model
for the set with lazy synchronization. It again uses three data
values, A, B and C , in order to deduce correctness for an
arbitrary type of stored data. The watchdog is essentially
unchanged. The model again avoids three-way synchroniza-
tions. The state of a node again records whether it has been
decoupled, and whether the decoupling was before or after
the watchdog started monitoring an operation; in fact, this is
necessary only for A-nodes. Finally, we again include a fixed
process that keeps a reference to the last A-node in the list.

It turns out to be necessary to include views of size three
in abstractions. This leads to an explosion in the number of
states explored, and the time taken. Nevertheless, we are able
to deal with this model, with the check taking slightly more
than one day.

9.11 A termination protocol for a ring

The file ringTermination models a termination proto-
col for a system of processes arranged in a ring. Each node
in the ring may be either active or passive. When a node
is active, it can send a work message to the next node in
the ring, which becomes active. Alternatively, an active node
may become passive.

The aim of the termination protocol is to detect when all
nodes are passive, at which point the ringmay terminate. One
node is designated as the initiator of the protocol. When it is
passive, it sends a token round the ring, initially containing
the value true (and accepts no work messages while the pro-
tocol is underway). Each active node that passes the token
changes its value to f alse, but each passive node leaves the
token unchanged. If the token returns to the initiator with

value true, then the system can terminate. Otherwise, the
initiator can restart the protocol (or receive a work message
and become active).

We describe some details of the model. Initially, the nodes
arrange themselves into a ring. Each node synchronises with
the nodes that will become its predecessor and successor in
the ring, and stores the identity of its successor. A controller
process coordinates this procedure, ensuring that the nodes
form a single list before closing the ring. During this stage,
the initiator is also chosen.

Thewatchdog needs to check that if the termination state is
reached then all nodes are passive. By symmetry, it is enough
for the watchdog to track the status of a single node, and
signal an error if the tracked node is active in the termination
state. The tracked node is chosen nondeterministically when
the ring is constructed. If there is an erroneous behaviour,
where the termination state is reachedbut a node is still active,
then the nondeterminism can be resolved so that the analysis
finds it.

The critical invariant is: if the token contains true, then
all nodes that have passed the token on the current iteration
of the protocol are passive. The part that needs some effort
to capture is which nodes have passed the token on the cur-
rent iteration. To this end, we nondeterministically choose
an iteration of the protocol to be distinguished, and arrange
for the watchdog to signal an error only on the distinguished
iteration. Again, if there is an erroneous behaviour, the non-
determinism can be resolved to find it. We add a field to the
model of the token to indicate whether it is the distinguished
iteration. The model of each node then records whether it has
seen the token on the distinguished iteration.

The above is not enough to avoid false positives. It is not
enough to ensure that the tracked node sees the token on
the distinguished iteration: the abstraction allows behaviours
where only other nodes see it, so the value of the token fails to
reflect that the tracked node is active. To overcome this diffi-
culty, while the ring is being constructed, each node receives
a status, one of the following: Initiator, for the initiator;
Tracked, for the tracked node; I-to-T, indicating that the node
is in the arc after the initiator but before the tracked node;
or T-to-I, indicating that the node is
in the arc after the tracked node but
before the initiator. The figure to the
right gives a possible distribution of
statuses.

Initiator

I-to-T

I-to-T

I-to-T

Tracked

T-to-I

The sequence of statuses round the ring, say starting from
the initiator, is from a local language. Thus, as in Lemma 44,
the view abstraction is able to capture this ordering. This is
enough to ensure that the token must pass via the tracked
node: for example, if the token is at an I-to-T node, the next
node must be the tracked node or another I-to-T node; hence
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the token cannot reach the initiator without encountering the
tracked node.

9.12 A timestamp-based queue

The files TSQueue and TSQueueE model a timestamp-
based queue, inspired by [22]. The queue is to be used by a
fixed number p of threads. Internally, there are p subqueues,
one for each thread. An enqueue operation proceeds by the
thread enqueueing a value in its own subqueue, together with
a timestamp. A dequeue operation scans the subqueues in
order tofind thevalue associatedwith the smallest timestamp;
it then attempts to dequeue that value from the subqueue,
restarting if another thread has taken it in the meantime. In
order for a dequeue to detect when the queue is empty, each
empty subqueue records the time at which it became empty.
If a scanning thread finds that a subqueue is empty, it obtains
that timestamp and, if it has seen only empty subqueues,
keeps track of the maximum such timestamp. When it gets
back to the subqueue with the maximum timestamp, it can
report that the queue is empty.

In order to analyse this queue, we perform a number of
abstractions; we omit some details because of space con-
straints, but concentrate on those related to view abstraction.

Our approach to verifying linearizability follows Hen-
zinger et al. [16,33]. They show that a datatype is a correct
linearizable queue if it satisfies the following four properties.

No-fresh-values: Adequeue does not returns a value thatwas
never enqueued;

No-duplication: An enqueued value is not dequeued twice;
FIFO: If a value x is enqueued before y, then y is

not dequeued before x ;
No-false-empty: A dequeue does not report that the queue

is empty when it is not.

The file TSQueue verifies the first three properties; the
file TSQueueE verifies no-false empty, and is discussed
below. We capture the FIFO property as follows, again mak-
ing use of a data-independence argument: we use three data
values, A, B andC , and arrange for a single A and a single B
to be enqueued, with the former preceding the latter; we then
check that B is not dequeued before A. Likewise, we can
capture the no-fresh-values and no-duplication properties by
checking corresponding properties for A.

We abstract the timestampdomain as follows. Let tA be the
timestamp associated with the enqueue of A (or let tA = ∞
if there is no such enqueue). We then map all timestamps
t ≤ tA to a value T1, and all timestamps t > tA to T2. In
the model, this is supported by a clock process that issues
timestamp T1 up to the point that A is enqueued, and T2
subsequently. When comparing timestamps, those that are
mapped toT1 are treated as smaller than those that aremapped

to T2; but timestamps that are mapped to the same value are
ordered nondeterministically. It is easy to check that for every
behaviour of the unreducedmodel (with an infinite timestamp
domain), there is a corresponding behaviour in this reduced
model.

Next, we abstract the subqueues. It is enough for each
subqueue to treat data values A and B (and their associated
timestamps) faithfully; but we can allow them to arbitrarily
add or lose data values C , except if the subqueue holds A,
then we do not allow C to be dequeued with a timestamp T2.
This is a finite-state over-approximation of the true behaviour
of the subqueues. The implementation of the subqueues can
be verified independently, allowing for compositional verifi-
cation.

Finallyweuse viewabstraction tomodel an arbitrary num-
ber of threads, and the same number of subqueues: these two
families are parameterized by the same type of identities.
The abstraction is made more difficult by the necessity of a
dequeue operation scanning all the subqueues. To this end,
we initially configure the subqueues into a circular list: each
subqueue synchronises with the subqueues that will become
its predecessor and successor in the list; a regulator process
coordinates this procedure, ensuring that the subqueues form
a single list before closing the cycle. Subsequently, a scan-
ning dequeue operation can obtain the identity of the next
subqueue from the current one, continuing until it reaches
the place where it started the scan.

Unfortunately, the above is not enough to prevent false
positives. For example, it does not ensure that, if A is in the
queue, then a scanning thread must encounter the subqueue
containing A during the scan; this means that the dequeue
may incorrectly return B even though A is in the queue. We
overcome this difficult using a similar technique to that used
for the ring termination protocol. Each subqueue receives a
status, one of the following (in the case that the A and B will
be enqueued into different subqueues): AQueue, indicating
that the queue will receive the A; BQueue, indicating that
the queue will receive the B; AToB, indicating that the queue
is in the arc after the AQueue but before the BQueue; or
BToA, indicating that the queue is in the arc after the BQueue
but before the AQueue. We include views containing two
subqueues in the abstractions. This allows the abstraction
to capture the relationship between the statuses of adjacent
queues,which is enough to ensure that a scanning threadmust
encounter the AQueue: for example, if a scanning thread is
at a BToA queue, the next subqueue must be the AQueue or
another BToA queue, so it cannot reach the BQueue without
encountering the AQueue.

The file TSQueueE extends these ideas to verify the no-
false-empty property. Recall that a scanning thread that sees
only empty subqueues keeps track of the maximum time at
which those subqueues became empty. It turns out that the
linearization point in this case is the reading of the subqueue
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that provides the timestamp that subsequently turns out to be
the maximum (the analysis confirms this).

Our verification approach is as follows. The watchdog
will guess (i.e. choose nondeterministically) that a particular
read of an empty subqueuewill end up being the linearization
point of a dequeue that returns empty. If this guess is correct,
and, in fact, the queuewas non-empty at that point, thewatch-
dog subsequently gives an error. If there is an execution with
a false-empty, then there is an execution where the watchdog
also guesses correctly, so the error will be detected. Further,
using data independence arguments, we can show that it is
enough for the watchdog to check that a particular distin-
guished value is not in the queue at that point: we use a
distinguished value A, which is enqueued once, for this pur-
pose; and arrange for all other enqueues to be of the value C .

We adapt the other abstraction techniques to this case.
Concerning timestamps, we collapse all times up to the time
of the guessed linearization point to time T1, and all later
times to T2. Concerning the subqueues, it is sufficient to
ensure that each subqueue treats the value A faithfully.

Finally, we apply view abstraction much as earlier, except
wevary the status values given to subqueues: each subqueue’s
status reflects whether it is the queue that will hold A, the
queue corresponding to the emptiness linearization point, or
its position relative to those two subqueues.

Abdulla et al. [6] verify the timestamp-based stack and
queue from [22], which have much in common with the
timestamp-based queue we have analysed. They use essen-
tially the same specification technique as us, focusing on
two distinguished data values. They abstract timestamps by
recording their relationship (<,= or>) to the timestamps of
the distinguished values. They model each subqueue explic-
itly, as a linked list, abstracted using fragment abstraction
(described in Sect. 9.15, below). They model the list of sub-
queues as an array; they abstract the indices of the array by
recording their relationship to the indices of the subqueues
holding the distinguished values. This is analogous to our
use of statuses to record the position of a subqueue relative
to the subqueues holding the distinguished values.

9.13 Summary of techniques

We briefly review some of the techniques we have used in
examples. We expect that these techniques will be useful in
other examples.

In examples using a linked list, we have arranged for val-
ues to be added in a rather constrained order; for example, for
queues, values were enqueued corresponding to the language
A∗BC∗. There are two reasons for this:

– It allowed us to capture the specifications of stacks and
queues via a finite-state watchdog that ensured the values
came out in a corresponding order;

– It ensures that the contents of the list is from a local
language, which means the abstraction is strong enough
to capture this invariant.

It is not always easy to find an order for adding values that
achieves both of these goals.

We used various techniques to help capture certain invari-
ants. For example, view abstraction does not automatically
capture transitivity properties, such as that a particular node
is reachable from the head of the list. To overcome this, in
some cases we added information to the state of a node to
indicate that it had been added to the list. This ensured that a
scanning thread encounters only nodes that had indeed been
added: the abstraction is able to capture the invariant that an
added node must be followed by another added node.

Similarly, in some cases we added information to the state
of a node to indicate that it had been removed from the list.
This ensured that a scanning thread would not encounter a
node that had been removed: this turns out to be necessary
to ensure that the scanning thread could not miss a critical
node that it was searching for. For a similar reason, in the
ring termination protocol we added status values to nodes to
ensure that the token would not bypass critical nodes; and in
the timestamp-based queue example we added status values
to subqueues to ensure that a scanning thread would not miss
critical subqueues.

Other verification techniques that target linked lists have
recorded reachability-type properties explicitly, either by
recording that a node is “private” (i.e. not yet added to the
list; for example [5,6]), or bymodelling reachability between
pairs of nodes (for example [7,43]).Viewabstraction does not
capture this automatically; but we have demonstrated ways
to capture it within models.

In some cases, we have kept a reference to a particular
significant node in the list, such as the last A-node in the list
in the case of the set with lazy synchronization. This was
necessary to capture invariants such as: there are not two
distinct A-nodes, neither of which points to another A-node,
which cannot be naturally captured in terms of the states of
just two nodes.

In some cases, we re-factored the model, to avoid three-
way synchronizations between two components and a fixed
process, to reduce the size of concretizations.

9.14 Comparison of specification techniques

We now compare our approach to capturing linearizability
with other approaches.

As noted in Sect. 9.12, Henzinger et al. [16,33] give a
modular approach to verifying linearizability of concurrent
queues, by reducing the task to verifying four simpler prop-
erties. This approach doesn’t assume linearization points,
which is partly why we used it in Sect. 9.12 (the enqueue
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operation there does not have a fixed linearization point).
However, it does not combine well with view abstraction for
a linked list. The natural model would enqueue values in an
order from C∗AC∗BC∗; but this would mean that the list’s
contents would not be from a local language. An alternative
approach would use language C∗AD∗BE∗ (which is a local
language); but the larger number of data values would give a
state space explosion.

Dodds et al. [22] adapt these ideas to concurrent stacks.
Bouajjani et al. [12] show that for certain abstract datatypes
(including queues and stacks), verifying linearizability of a
data independent implementation can be reduced to control-
state reachability: they build automata to recognise viola-
tions. These results are analogous to those of [16,33], and so
comments similar to those in the previous paragraph apply.

Abdulla et al. [7] specify linearizability via observers:
these synchronise on linearization points, and identify fail-
ures of the specification of the corresponding sequential
datatype. Each observer may have some variables, whose
values are chosen nondeterministically. Informally, variables
are used to “guess” data values for which the specification of
the sequential datatype fails, for example a value that is added
to a set datatype, but is subsequently (incorrectly) found to
be absent (this contrasts with the way we map the failing
value to a specific value). The observers synchronise with the
explicit linearization points (analogously to our watchdogs).
For queues, they adopt Wolper’s [60] ideas; we compared
with our approach in Sect. 9.4. They use a similar approach
for stacks; we compared with our approach in Sect. 9.5.

The technique of observers is extended in [5] to include
datatypeswhere a linearization point in one operation invoca-
tion affects the linearization point in another. Each invocation
has a controller that can observe potential linearization
points, and signal these both to the observer and to other
controllers; those other controllers may also signal lineariza-
tion points as a result. One potential linearization point may
be overruled by a later one, although not when the former
changed the state of the corresponding abstract datatype.
Linearizability itself is captured via a monitor, which addi-
tionally ensures that the linearization points are compatible
with the calls and returns ofmethod invocations. The problem
they are addressing is in some ways comparable with the sit-
uation in Sect. 9.9, without explicit linearization points for
some operation invocations. We believe that our watchdog
(Fig. 12) is intuitively clearer. It does not require the analyst
to specify the interaction between linearization points. On
the other hand, our technique assumes that the non-explicit
linearization point does not change the state of the abstract
datatype, so is a little less general.

9.15 Comparison of linked-list verification
techniques

Since several of our examples have considered datatypes
built on a linked list, we compare our approach with other
approaches to analysing such datatypes. We stress, though,
that our approach allows for the analysis of a more general
range of concurrent systems.

Several of these techniques out-perform our own (in terms
of analysis time).Webelieve that this is because their abstrac-
tions are tailored to deal specifically with singly-linked lists.
In particular, some views that we record do not capture useful
information, as they talk about uncorrelated nodes or threads,
and this gives a state-space explosion.However, our approach
is more general and can deal with a much wider range of
examples

Thread-modular analysis [10,26] proceeds by recording
the view of a single thread, namely that thread’s local state
and the global heap (or an abstraction of the heap). This view
can be updated either by steps of the thread in question, or
by steps of other threads that are consistent with the heap.
Thus this approach does not record correlations between the
states of different threads, and so is similar to our approach
where views include the state of at most one thread.

Holík et al. [36] extend thread-modular analysis by calcu-
lating concise summaries of the effects of interfering threads.

Shape analyses consider abstractions of a heap that capture
the “shape” of the heap.Manevich et al. [43] consider singly-
linked lists, in a sequential setting. They present abstractions
that concentrate on certain relevant nodes, namely those ref-
erenced by program variables or that are pointed to by two
other nodes. The remaining nodes are abstracted by sum-
marized them into segments connecting the relevant cells.
Berdine et al. [10] show how to lift an arbitrary shape anal-
ysis to a thread-modular analysis.

Amit et al. [8] consider concurrent datatypes built around
a singly linked list, with explicit linearization points. They
perform an analysis for a bounded number of threads. They
correlate a concurrent execution against an execution of a
reference datatype, where each operation of the reference
datatype is invoked sequentially at the linearization point
of the corresponding operation in the concurrent execution.
They track the differences between the states of the two
datatypes, and use canonical abstraction [52] to abstract iso-
morphic subgraphs of the two datatypes.

Abdulla et al. [7] verify concurrent data structures based
around a singly-linked list. They use an observer to cap-
ture the correctness properties, as described above. They
perform a form of thread-modular analysis, tracking corre-
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lations between pairs of threads: this is analogous to view
abstraction restricted to threads with abstractions of size two.
They also perform a form of shape analysis, tracking vari-
ous relationships between particular pairs of nodes, namely
those nodes referenced by the relevant threads, referenced by
global variables, or nodes holding the values of the observer’s
variables. The relationships between nodes they track include
reachability, therefore allowing them to capture transitive
relationships between nodes; this is a property that we cannot
capture in our framework: doing so seems beneficial to the
performance of their implementation.

In [5], Abdulla et al. use similar techniques. They cap-
ture linearizability via controllers and amonitor, as described
above. They perform a thread-modular abstraction to a sin-
gle thread, recording that thread’s local state, view of the
heap and controller, together with the monitor. They bound
the size of concretizations that it is necessary to consider in
order to construct abstract transitions. They abstract the heap
using a symbolic representation, following Manevich et al.
[43]: they abstract to a small number of relevant nodes, and
abstractly capturing relationships between them.

Abdulla et al. use a different form of thread-modular
abstraction in [6], which they call fragment abstraction. Var-
ious abstractions are performed on non-pointer fields of heap
nodes: for example, data values in nodes are abstracted,
recording their ordering relationship (<, = or >) to data
values held by the controller. These abstractions have much
in common with some of the abstractions we have used; for
example, the abstraction concerning the ordering relationship
is very similar to the abstraction to three data values that we
used in Sects. 9.9 and 9.10, and in Sect. 9.12 for timestamps.
In addition, they record whether each node is reachable from
global pointer variables or from variables of the thread. The
abstraction stores fragments, namely pairs of nodes that are
adjacent in the linked list (abstracted as above). A fragment
is analogous to a view containing two nodes, except being
restricted to adjacent nodes. Finally, they describe techniques
for abstracting arrays of linked lists, as used, for example, in
skiplists (e.g. [34, Section 14.4]) and the timestamp-based
queue and stack of [22]. We described these in Sect. 9.12.

Meyer and Wolff [45] consider the verification of concur-
rent data structures togetherwithmemorymanagement. They
present two simpler verification tasks that together imply the
correctness of the data structure: one proving that the mem-
ory reclamationmeets a specification; and the other using this
specification in the verification of the data structure itself.

Haziza et al. [31] consider a similar problem. They show
that for programs that avoid a certain kind of pointer race, it
is enough to verify the program in the context of a system
with garbage collection in order to deduce the program in the
context of explicit memory management. Further, they show
that the absence of such pointer races can be safely verified
in the context of a system with garbage collection.

10 Conclusions

In this paper, we have tackled an aspect of the parameterized
model checking problem, where component processes have
identities that may be passed between processes. We have
adapted the technique of view abstraction, which records,
for each system state, the states of just some small number of
components. This, and techniques from symmetry reduction,
allow us to bound the number of system states that are stored.

Our framework allows for the verification of both safety
properties, using a watchdog, and deadlock-freedom proper-
ties. We have provided an implementation based on systems
defined in CSP (although the underlying ideas are not CSP-
specific).

We have given examples to show that the technique can
be applied to a wide range of systems. All but one of these
examples required the ability to model process identities
(or something equivalent). We have adapted and extended
abstraction techniques for capturing specifications, and for
dealingwith other aspects of themodels thatwould otherwise
be infinite state. We have described techniques to ensure that
the model captures relevant invariants, and so allows verifi-
cation. Most checks complete reasonably quickly (although
some other, special-purpose, approaches perform better on
problems within their domain).

We close by describing some possible extensions to our
framework.

As noted earlier, view abstraction needs to be com-
bined with other abstraction techniques. We believe that the
abstraction techniques we have used in this paper would
be reusable in other examples — indeed, we used some
of those techniques in several examples. However, study-
ing more examples would help to develop more techniques.
In particular, we hope to extend our techniques for capturing
linearization via watchdogs, particularly in cases where there
are not explicit linearization points.

Our approach suffers from a state-space explosion
(although still gives reasonable performance). Part of the
reason for this is that some views do not capture useful
invariants, because they include uncorrelated components.
We conjecture that better performance could be achieved by
considering a more limited range of views.

AOn convexity

In this appendix, we prove Lemma 18. We start by proving
that convexity of an abstraction set A implies a property of
the set of profiles that define A. Recall (Definition 9) that a
profile is defined by a tuple x = (x1, . . . , xn) where n is the
number of families; and all profiles defining A have the same
size. We order such tuples pointwise.
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Definition 46 Let S ⊆ N
n be a set of profiles, all of which

have the same size s. We say that S is profile-convex if when-
ever x, y ∈ N

n are such that

x ≤ y ∧ (∃u ∈ S � x ≤ u) ∧ (∃ v ∈ S � v ≤ y),

then

∃ z ∈ S � x ≤ z ≤ y.

This property is illustrated by the figure below: the presence
of the relations indicated in black implies the presence of the
relations illustrated in red.

x

S

y

u vz

For example, the set S = {(2, 0), (0, 2)} is not profile-
convex. Consider x = (1, 0) and y = (1, 2); this satisfies
the hypothesis of profile-convexity, but there is no z ∈ S
such that x ≤ z ≤ y. If we add the profile (1, 1) to S, then it
becomes profile-convex.

Lemma 47 Let S ⊆ N
n be a set of profiles, such that A =

⋃

S is convex. Then S is profile-convex.

Proof Suppose A = ⋃

S is convex, and let mini , maxi (for
i = 1, . . . , n) be as in Definition 17.

Suppose u, v ∈ S, x, y ∈ N
n with x ≤ y ∧ x ≤ u ∧ v ≤

y. If u ≤ y then the result is immediate. Otherwise we pro-
duce a new value for u that is above y on fewer coordinates.

So suppose∀ i < k � ui ≤ yi , but uk > yk . Then uk > vk .
Now,u and v have the same sizes, so for some j , u j < v j . Let
u’ be the same as u except with the kth coordinate reduced
by 1 and the j th coordinate increased by 1:

u′k = uk − 1 ∧ u′j = u j + 1 ∧ ∀ i �= j, k � u′i = ui .

Note that xk ≤ yk ≤ uk − 1 = u′k so we maintain x ≤ u’.
Further u′k ≥ vk ≥ mink and u′j ≤ v j ≤ max j , so we
maintain u’ ∈ S. And u′j ≤ v j ≤ y j , so u’ is still not
above y on the j th coordinate. If necessary (if u′k > yk), this
can be repeated (maybe with a different value of j) to reach
a new value, u”, say, such that

u” ∈ S ∧ x ≤ u” ∧ ∀ i ≤ k � u′′i ≤ yi .

The above process can be repeated for successive values
of k, until we reach û ∈ S with x ≤ û ≤ y. ��

We can now prove Lemma 18.

Proof of Lemma 18 Suppose S is a set of profiles using fam-
ilies f1, . . . , fn such that C = ⋃

S is convex. Then S is
profile-convex by Lemma 47. Suppose that

ss � ss′ ∧ ss1 ∈ C ∧ ss � ss1 ∧ ss2 ∈ C ∧ ss2 � ss′.

Let x, y,u, v be the profiles of ss, ss′, ss1 and ss2, respec-
tively. Then

x ≤ y ∧ u ∈ S ∧ x ≤ u ∧ v ∈ S ∧ v ≤ y.

Now, by the profile-convexity of S, there exists z ∈ S such
that x ≤ z ≤ y. We build a system state c ∈ C of profile z
such that ss � c � ss′. For each index i ,

ss| fi ⊆ ss′| fi ∧ #(ss| fi ) = xi ≤ zi ≤ yi = #(ss′| fi ).

Hence we can pick a set Zi of components of family fi such
that

ss| fi ⊆ Zi ⊆ ss′| fi ∧ #Zi = zi .

We can then take system state c to have components formed
as the union of the Zi , and the same fixed process state as ss
and ss′. This satisfies the condition of the lemma. ��

B Detecting deadlock

In this appendix, we prove the correctness of our techniques
from Sect. 7. We start by proving, in Lemma 48, a more
general result about the correctness of a definition of the
required components. We then show that the conditions of
this lemma are satisfied under the premises of Proposition 36.

Lemma 48 Suppose the required components of a system
state, given by function requiredPids are such that:

1. Removing a non-required component from a concretiza-
tion does not change the required components of that
concretization:

if qc ∈ m and pid(qc) /∈ requiredPids(qF ,m)

then requiredPids(qF ,m − {qc}) =
requiredPids(qF ,m);

2. requiredPids is monotonic:

ss � ss′ ⇒ requiredPids(ss) ⊆ requiredPids(ss′);

3. requiredPids respects permutations of identities:

∀π ∈ Sym(T ) �

requiredPids(π(ss)) = π(requiredPids(ss));
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4. Reachable states can only have required process identities
that are identities of components actually in the state:

∀ ss ∈ R � requiredPids(ss) ⊆ pids(ss);

5. C is large enough for required Pids.

Then the corresponding set SC is significant.

Proof We prove that SC satisfies the conditions of Defini-
tion 29.

1. Let ss = (qF ,m0) ∈ R�C . Pick sssig = (qF ,m) ∈
C with sssig � ss so as to maximise the size of
requiredPids(sssig) ∩ pids(sssig), i.e. such that

∀ c ∈ C � c � ss ⇒
#(requiredPids(c) ∩ pids(c)) ≤
#(requiredPids(sssig) ∩ pids(sssig)).

We show that sssig ∈ SC . Suppose otherwise; then
sssig does not include all its required process identi-
ties, so pick pid ∈ requiredPids(sssig) − pids(sssig).
Note that pid ∈ requiredPids(ss) by condition 2 of this
lemma, and hence pid ∈ pids(ss) by condition 4. Hence
there is q ′c ∈ m0 such that pid(q ′c) = pid. Now, C is
assumed large enough for required Pids, so consider the
state qc ∈ m and concretization ss′sig implied by Defini-
tion 34 such that

pid(qc) /∈ requiredPids(sssig) ∧
ss′sig = (qF ,m − {qc} � {q ′c}) ∈ C .

Note that ss′sig � ss. Now,

requiredPids(ss′sig) ⊇ requiredPids(qF ,m − {qc})
= requiredPids(sssig),

by conditions 2 and 1, respectively. Hence

requiredPids(ss′sig) ∩ pids(ss′sig)) ⊇
(requiredPids(sssig) ∩ pids(sssig)) � {pid}.

But this implies

#(requiredPids(ss′sig) ∩ pids(ss′sig) >

#(requiredPids(sssig) ∩ pids(sssig)),

which contradicts the definition of sssig . Hence sssig ∈
SC , as required.

2. Suppose sssig ∈ SC and π ∈ Sym(T ). Then π(sssig) ∈
C since C is closed under permutations. Further

requiredPids(π(ss)) = π(requiredPids(ss))

⊆ π(pids(ss)) = pids(π(ss)),

using condition 3. Hence π(sssig) ∈ SC .

��

In order to prove Proposition 36, we show that the condi-
tions of Lemma 48 are satisfied. The following lemma deals
with the easy cases.

Lemma 49 For each setF of chains of families, and for each
system state (qF ,m), requiredPidsF (qF ,m) satisfies condi-
tions 1–3 of Lemma 48.

The following lemmadealswith condition 4 ofLemma48.

Lemma 50 Suppose:

1. The system is closed;
2. For every reachable state ss ∈ R, the required process

identities correspond to references in ss:

∀( f , id) ∈ requiredPids(ss) � id ∈ references(ss).

Then condition 4 of Lemma 48 holds: ∀ ss ∈ R �

requiredPids(ss) ⊆ pids(ss).

Note that the first premise is a premise of Proposition 36;
the second premise holds automatically for the technique in
Definition 33.

The final condition of Lemma 48 was a premise of Propo-
sition 36. This completes the proof of Proposition 36.
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